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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

0.1 INTRODUCTION 

Riverside City College is the most dynamic and diverse college in the 
Inland Empire. From its opening in 1916 on the site of the former Poly 
High School, Riverside City College has grown to be one of California's 
leading community colleges and is a landmark in downtown Riverside. 
The City campus is approximately 108 acres and while in an urban 
context it has unique topography.  
 
Serving more than 19,000 students each semester, Riverside City 
College provides students with a wide range of choices including 
associate's degree programs, transfer to a four-year college or university, 
or career certificates that prepare them to enter the workforce. Riverside 
City College is home to strong programs in liberal arts, science, 
performing arts, the School of Nursing and athletics 

The Riverside City Campus is one of the three Riverside Community 
College District (RCCD) campuses.  To serve the expanding student 
body, a number of new academic and support buildings have been 
identified in the Riverside City College Long Range Educational Master 
Plan (dated March 2008), identified herein as the Master Plan.  This 
report defined that the Campus will need to expand to accommodate the 
student enrollment which is anticipated to grow to 25,000 students by 
2024.   

0.2 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this Utility Program is to evaluate the existing utility 
systems currently servicing the facilities and make general 
recommendations to upgrade and modify the utility systems to support 
the future development as proposed by the Proposed Future Building 
Layout.   This programming for master planning will be used in 
establishing the future construction phasing.  The Utility Program is also 
the next step prior to Master Planning, Schematic Design, and 
Implementation.  The following existing utility systems are considered in 
this report: 

• Sanitary Sewer 

• Domestic and Fire Water 

• Irrigation Water 

• Storm Drain  

• Chilled Water 

• Hot Water  

• Electrical 

• Telecommunications 

• Central Plant Expansion 

• Natural Gas 
 

Supporting Psomas as a subconsultant in this report, P2S Engineering 
has performed assessments of the chilled water, hot water, electrical, 
telecommunications, central plant expansion, and natural gas systems. 

 

 

0.3 REPORT OVERVIEW 

The various utility systems discussed within this report are broken into 
discipline specific sections.  Corresponding figures and some supporting 
data tables are located at the end of each section.      

The following information for each utility system is presented in discipline 
specific sections, Section 1 through 10, of this report.   

• Description of the existing utility system, including existing 
conditions and identified problems.  Information on each utility 
system was obtained through field surveys, existing documents, 
record data, and discussions with campus facility staff 
knowledgeable of specific utility systems.   

• Description of methodology for analyzing the utility system for 
present conditions and to accommodate future growth.   

• Analysis of the existing and proposed utility systems.   

• Recommendations and modifications to accommodate present 
and future needs of the campus.   

• Figures illustrating the existing utility system layout and proposed 
utility alignments based on future conditions presented.   

0.4 PROJECT BACKGROUND AND SCOPE 

Psomas’ services included review of existing infrastructure study 
materials along with and Long Range Facilities Master Plans. 

Initial workshop meetings were conducted for this campus to determine 
project scope, objectives, design criteria, project schedule, condition of 
existing facilities, deficiencies of systems, and future needs based on the 
Long Range Facilities Master Plans. Determinations were made relative 
to current and future utility needs for each campus. 
 
Scope of work included research, review of maps, and evaluation of the 
existing on campus utility infrastructure.  The report also provides 
general recommendations for improvements to each of the utility 
systems that will serve the future development as shown in the Proposed 
Future Building Layout.   

The utility research was completed via coordination with the on-site 
facilities manager to collect record documentation regarding the location 
of recently constructed underground utilities throughout the campus.  
Psomas received utility records and reviewed as-built mapping as 
provided by RCCD.   

 

 

Existing utility information included herein is based upon drawings and 
information supplied by RCCD, and various architects.  Using this 
information, Psomas modified the provided utility base maps for the 
following existing utility systems: 

 

• Sanitary Sewer 

• Domestic and Fire Water 

• Irrigation Water 

• Storm Drain  

• Chilled Water 

• Hot Water  

• Electrical 

• Telecommunications 

• Central Plant Expansion 

• Natural Gas 
 

The utility alignments shown in the report figures included herein 
represent the most practical layout based on all information available.  
Changes in building layouts, locations, and miscellaneous other 
conditions may require alignment or utility size revisions.   

As a sub consultant to Psomas, P2S Engineering has assisted with the 
utility mapping by updating the mapping for the existing, chilled water, 
electrical, telecommunication, central plant expansion, and natural gas 
utility systems.  

0.5 EXISTING AND PROPOSED BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS 

The following table identifies the existing buildings on campus and 
corresponds to the various figures throughout the report.  The listed 
building names and numbers are based upon the campus maps provide 
by RCCD and illustrated on Figure 0b, Overall Campus Map – Existing 
Building Layout, included herein.  Buildings numbered with the prefix E 
currently exist but were not listed on the original information provided by 
RCCD. 

The Baseball Field Area portion of the Campus located west of Magnolia 
Avenue does not include any campus buildings (except for restroom 
facilities) and is located within the flood plain area. This area was not 
include in the topographic base provided by RCCD, and was not 
included in this utility program. 
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Table ES-1: Existing Buildings 

Bldg No. Building Name 

1 Quadrangle 

2 Stadium 

3 Wheelock Gym 

4* Maintenance & Operations 

5* Maintenance Pit Shop 

6 Technology A 

7* Technology B 

9 Safety & Security Center 

10* Admissions & Counseling 

11* Student Financial Services 

12 Landis Auditorium 

13* Music Building 

14* Art Building 

15 Huntley Gym 

16* Main Warehouse 

17* Administration 

18* Cosmetology 

19 Cutter Pool / Aquatic Center 

20 Life Sciences 

21 MLK High Tech Center 

22 Physical Sciences 

23 Planetarium 

24 Student Center 

25* Warehouse Annex B 

26* Ceramics 

27 Athletics Center 

28 Campus Police/ Safety 

29 Portable 3 

30* Automotive Technology 

31 Early Childhood Studies 

32* Business Education 

33 Greenhouse 

34 Assessment Center 

35 Music Hall 

36 Pilates Studio 

37 Digital Library "A" and "B" 

39* Lovekin Complex 

42 Outreach Center 

46 Student Govt. Center 

130 College House 

131 North Hall/Apartments 

132 Alumni House 

E-1 Parking Structure/Tennis Courts 

E-2 Field bathrooms (West) 

E-3 Field bathrooms (South) 

E-4 Field Equipment Shed 

E-5* Faculty Offices 

E-6* Automotive Paint Booth 

E-7 Well House - City of Riverside 

E-8 Vending Machine Structure 

E-9* Outreach Portable 

E-10 Well House - City of Riverside 

E-11 Well House - City of Riverside 

E-12 Athletic and P.E.  

E-13 Financial Services/Counseling/Outreach 

E-14 Student Government Supply Room 

E-15 Well House - City of Riverside 

E-16 Nursing & Science 1 

E-17 Nursing & Science 2 

 

 
 

Figure 0c, Overall Campus Map – Building Demolition Plan, illustrates 
existing buildings to be demolished or renovated per discussions with 
RCCD.  Their building names are identified with an asterisk (*) in Table 
ES-1 above.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on the Master Plan and discussions with RCCD, the following 
proposed buildings have been identified as part of the future 
development.  The building names correspond to the Master Plan and 
have been numbered as illustrated on Figure 0d, Overall Campus Map – 
Future Building Layout.     

Table ES-2: Proposed Buildings 

Bldg No. Building Name 

P1 Student Services 

P2 Band Building 

P3 Auto Technology 

P4 Maintenance Offices 

P5 Maintenance Shipping 

P6 Applied Technology 

P7 Cosmetology 

P8 Parking Structure 1 

P9 Music/Landis Addition 

P10 Administration 

 

 

Table R: Revision Block  

A Revision Block as been added (below) to document the changes as 
the report has been re-issued and updated.  Detailed discussions and 
descriptions are identified in the Meeting Minutes in Appendix B.  

 
Revision 
No. 

Date  
Description  

1 Oct. 23, 2009  Initial DRAFT provided.  

2 March 22, 2010 
Re-issued DRAFT, w/ new Future Bldg 
Exhibits  

3 April 26, 2010 
Re-Issued DRAFT, with Prioritized 
Summary Table, and graphic updates 

4 

 

June 7, 2010 

 

Final Utility Program Study Report with 
Conceptual Costs included.  
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SECTION 1 – SANITARY SEWER SYSTEM 

1.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The existing campus is served by two separate sanitary sewer systems 
that join downstream west of Magnolia Avenue.  

• The first system is a 27-inch sewer trunk mainline that flows to the 
north adjacent to the flood control channel and continues under 
Magnolia Avenue.  The City of Riverside Public Works Department 
trunk sewer main that extends through the campus serves a large 
area of the City and is being upgraded as part of a City Master Plan 
upgrade project. Several on-site 6”, 8”, and 12” mainlines extend 
from the trunk sewer to serve the campus buildings.  The 
combination of these mainlines through the campus serve 
approximately 80% of the existing buildings. 

• The second 8-inch public main line system flows to the east into 
Magnolia Avenue.  This system serves only the southwest corner of 
the campus at the corner of Magnolia Avenue and Ramona Drive.  
This 8-inch main line then provides 6-inch laterals through the 
campus but only serves approximately 20% of the existing buildings. 

The existing on-site sanitary sewer system mainline includes 12, 8, and 
6-inch sewer pipe with building laterals ranging between 4-inches and 6-
inches in diameter. The (2) on-site sewer systems serve more than just 
this campus and are part of the overall City sewer master plan that 
serves offsite upstream flows from many other adjacent developments. 

1.2 METHODOLOGY 

The average day flow generation rates based upon standard design 
criteria have been used for evaluating the campus sewer system.  
Standard Sewer Manual guidelines were used for determining the 
average daily flow and peak flow for the campus buildings.  The total flow 
was established using sewerage generation factors allocated to each 
building based upon building area.  Sewerage generation factors were 
adjusted to address academic and non-academic buildings  

The standard Engineering criteria for new sewer design limits the flow 
depth to one-half the pipe diameter (i.e. d/D =< 0.50), and requires a 
minimum velocity of 3 feet per second (fps) at maximum flow.  A 
minimum velocity of 2 fps is typically used in general practice as it is 
considered to be self-scouring; that is, it prevents deposition of solids.    

Per Sewer Manual standards, a peaking factor of 3.0 was used to 
determine the peak flow rates.   

1.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

We summarized the existing campus buildings’ square footage, 
occupancy type, and flow allocation used to determine the average daily 
flow generated on campus.  The existing system analysis includes the 
existing campus buildings listed in ES-1 of the Executive Summary.     

The input and output data from the existing sanitary sewer system model 
using Manning’s equation, provided a calculated maximum velocity and 
flow for the existing sanitary sewer system.  The maximum flow at d/D = 
0.5 reviewed against the minimum velocity was used to determine and 
discuss the capacity of the existing system.  The average daily flow is 
derived from the existing building allocation.  

1.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE NEEDS 

The sanitary sewer system was evaluated with the addition of the 
proposed buildings listed in Table ES-2 of the Executive Summary.  
Based on the future development presented in the Master Plan Update 
and as discussed in the Executive Summary, recommendations have 
been made to relocate, demolish and replace various existing sanitary 
sewer pipe lines in order to accommodate the future development.  This 
is conceptually illustrated in Figure 1b, Future Conditions Sanitary Sewer 
Map.   

The proposed system analysis includes the proposed buildings illustrated 
in the Master Plan Update and listed in Table ES-2 of the Executive 
Summary and summarizes the proposed campus buildings’ square 
footage (based on the Master Plan Update), occupancy type, and flow 
allocation used to determine impacts to the average day flow expected to 
be generated on campus.   

1.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Findings 

The depths of flow in the existing sewers generally conform to the design 

criteria.  Flow velocities for many of the existing sewers are also within 

the criteria and the various existing pipelines conform to the standards.  

Due to the existing topographic elevation fall across this campus the 

minimum flow velocities are reached in most cases.   

The total sanitary sewer flow enters the same City sewer system 

downstream of the campus at both existing and proposed conditions. 

The sanitary sewer system maximum flow rate (or capacity), average 

daily flow rate, and peak flow rate for the existing system appears 

adequate.  Also, we reviewed the conceptual impacts to the existing 

system from the proposed sanitary sewer systems at each pipe segment.  

Due to increased sewer demand from the future buildings, the peak flow 

rate in various pipe segments in maintained below the 50% maximum 

capacity.   

A Pothole Analysis was completed on the sewer line in two areas (see 

Pothole Exhibit in Appendix A):  

• The 6-inch line within the service road north of the Outreach 

Center Building 42.  Based upon this pothole observation, the 

pipe appeared to be 6-inch steel pipe in good condition and 

located at an 8-ft depth. 

• The 12-inch line located west of the Huntley Gym Building 15.  

Based upon this pothole observation, the pipe appeared to be 

12-inch steel pipe in good condition and located at only a 3.8 ft 

depth.  

A Video Inspection was completed in two areas (See Videography 

Exhibit in Appendix A)   

• The first segment was along the service road north of E-13, and 

E-14 that is located along the natural hillside area with large 

trees along the adjacent slopes.  This segment begins in the 

Aguilar Patio (near Cafeteria) and was identified by RCCD staff 

as an area where sewer leaks had occurred in the past. 

• The second segment was along the north-west along Building 

22.   

Recommendations 

The campus staff was concerned with the large on-site tree roots that 

damage the existing sewer system.   Therefore, video inspection was 

completed in the areas of concern.  Our overall analysis was favorable, 

however, we recommend for continued maintenance and inspection of 

the sewer system to ensure its service in the future.   

The recommendations presented herein include: a) extension of the 

sanitary sewer system to serve proposed buildings presented in the 

Master Plan Update, b) removal of existing sanitary sewer service 

laterals which serve existing buildings planned to be demolished to 

provide a clear site for future development, c) removal and replacement 

of existing sanitary sewer pipe segments, and d) further investigation of 

existing sanitary sewer main lines during the campus expansion to 

ensure it does not exceed maximum capacity.     

The following are recommendations for improvements to the existing 

sanitary sewer system have been prioritized: 

1. Replace damaged sewer lines that were identified in the two 400-ft 

segments, especially in the sloped areas.  Any sewer leaks in these 

areas could provide potential hillside failures in these graded areas.   

2. Tree removal or sewer encasement may be required to eliminate 

future damage from tree roots. 

3. Add a public sewer mainline relocation into Olivewood Avenue, due 

to the addition of proposed Building P-5. 

4. In order to provide a clear site for future development, remove the 

existing sanitary sewer mains and 4-inch laterals currently serving 

any existing buildings to be demolished.  Existing systems can be cut 

and capped at the existing manholes.   
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5. It is recommended that the college continue to further investigate the 

existing campus wide pipe condition and capacity to provide further 

recommendations for improvements as the campus expands.    

6. Any recommendations should be coordinated with the City of 

Riverside Water Public Works Department to ensure that they are 

incorporated into the City Sewer Master plan. 

Based upon information provided in the Master Plan Update, the findings 

and recommendations presented in this report are determined from 

sanitary sewer design criteria and standard planning guidelines.  In the 

case that the individual proposed building designs yield larger flow rates 

than presented herein, it is recommended that the college re-evaluate 

the data analysis and update the findings.   
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SECTION 2 – WATER SYSTEM 

2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The existing water distribution system serving the campus buildings 
provides both domestic water and fire water from one distribution 
system.  The campus also uses the domestic water system for irrigation 
and does not have access to a reclaimed water system to supply water 
for landscape irrigation.  This is discussed in Section 3 – Irrigation Water 
System. 

The City of Riverside Public Utilities Department provides water in a 
single domestic water system to serve both the domestic and fire water 
distribution systems.  The domestic system is served by individual 
meters for each building and individual fire water services to each 
building.   

1. The existing domestic water system is a series of 4”, 6”, 8”, and 12” 
lines that enter the campus from Magnolia Avenue on the west, 
Ramona Drive / City College Drive on the south, and Olivewood 
Avenue from the east.  The water mains follow the alignment of the 
original residential streets that existed before the campus was 
established.  These existing public mainlines are maintained by the 
City Public Utilities Department.  

2. The existing fire service is provided by individual fire service to each 
building from the existing domestic water mainlines (described 
above.)  The only exception is a single 8-inch fire line with an 8” 
backflow preventer on Saunders Street to provide fire service to the 
(5) Buildings on this street.   

Per the recent Fire Flow Data (dated September 24, 2009), the Fire 
Hydrant located at the corner of Terracina Drive and Riverside Avenue, 
near the center of Campus, indicated that the 12-inch service has a 
minimum static pressure of 64 psi. 

The campus domestic water distribution network consists of an 8-inch 
PVC pipe loop.  The existing domestic water distribution system and 
locations of each connection is shown on Figure 2a, Existing Water Map 
– Water Distribution. 

The campus fire water distribution network consists of a 12-inch PVC 
pipe loop.  The existing fire water distribution system and locations of 
each connection is shown on Figure 2b, Existing Water Map – Water 
Distribution. 

2.2 METHODOLOGY 

Psomas defined the fire flow requirements based upon California 
Building Code requirements for Fire service.  These requirements are 
consistent with industry standards and indicated that the current and 
proposed fire water systems shall meet the following criteria for new 
construction: 

• Fire hydrants shall be spaced at a maximum of 300 feet along fire 
lanes.  Buildings shall be within 300 feet of a fire hydrant. 

• Fire water system shall have a minimum fire flow of 2,000 gpm from 
fire hydrants flowing simultaneously. 

• Fire Water system shall have a minimum residual water pressure of 
20 psi with the required 2,000 gpm flowing. 

 
Existing domestic water usage for the campus was provided by RCCD. 
 
For the preliminary analysis purposes of this report, and since on this 
campus the fire flows and domestic flows are provided by the same 
source, our analysis focused on the maximum fire flows taken at a node 
located adjacent to the largest building on campus.  Based upon this 
most conservative combined method, if minimum pressures were 
maintained, then we concluded that both the fire and domestic systems 
were adequate. 
 
2.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEM  

A computer model of the existing fire water network was created with 
H20Net Version 8.0 to represent the existing conditions on campus.  This 
model was run to test the existing system’s ability to satisfy the fire flow 
criteria set forth by the Fire Flow requirements using data as measured 
in the fire flow tests.     

The same computer model above incorporated the existing domestic 
water network by using the critical node locations adjacent to the largest 
buildings on campus.   

2.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE NEEDS 

The water system was evaluated with the addition of proposed buildings 
listed in Table ES-2 of the Executive Summary.  Based on the future 
development presented in the Master Plan Update as discussed in the 
Executive Summary, recommendations have been made to construct 
new water pipes, relocate and demolish various existing water lines in 
order to accommodate the future development.  This is conceptually 
illustrated in Figure 2b, Future Conditions - Water Distribution Map. 
 
A second computer model was not required for the proposed condition 
since the integrity of the existing system was maintained and segments 
were only relocated around proposed buildings that interfered with the 
existing system.  Also, new loops were added when needed to expand 
the system and maintain redundancy.  
 
2.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Findings 

An evaluation of the existing domestic water system revealed that the 
existing water system adequately supports the demand for existing 
buildings with no significant pipe losses due to pipe size or elevation.  In 
addition, the computer model shows that the existing water pressures 
throughout the campus satisfy a minimum requirement of 20 psi.   

Conceptual review of the proposed conditions indicates that the existing 
domestic water system can also adequately support the demand for 
proposed buildings. 

• The measured static pressure of 64 psi does provide concern. Multi-
story buildings proposed at the higher elevations on campus will 
need to be reviewed in detail to confirm that this water pressure will 
meet design requirements.  Also note that upgrades to the City water 
system may resolve this issue over time. 

An evaluation of the existing fire water system revealed that the existing 
fire water system adequately supports the demand for existing buildings 
with no significant pipe losses due to pipe size or elevation and with 
adequate fire flows at hydrants.  In addition, the computer model shows 
that the existing fire water pressures throughout the campus satisfies the 
minimum pressure / flow requirements   

Conceptual review of the proposed conditions indicates that the existing 
fire water system can be expanded to adequately support the demand 
for the proposed future buildings. 

A pothole study was done for the 30-inch line east of Cosmetology 
Building No. 18.  The size, depth, and condition of this line could not be 
confirmed due to the presence of multiple layers of asphalt concrete.  A 
multi-phase coring effort would be required to complete this observation. 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings above, recommendations include providing new 
services to proposed buildings, re-routing water lines that are in conflict 
with proposed buildings, as depicted in the Master Plan Update.  As 
illustrated in Figure 2b, Future Conditions– Water Distribution Map, the 
following are recommendations for improvements to the existing 
domestic and fire water system: 

1. Relocate 12-inch City of Riverside main domestic water service loop 
to avoid proposed Building P-6. 

2. Relocate 30-inch transmission City of Riverside main into Olivewood 
Avenue to avoid the proposed Building P-5. 

3. Remove and/or relocate existing domestic water or fire water pipes 
that may be in conflict with new building footprints. Mainline water 
systems can be cut and capped at the proposed project limits. 

4. Install new fire hydrants as needed within 300 feet of proposed 
buildings per requirements. 

5. Review the California Building Code requirements for Fire service 
with the addition of each proposed building, since the requirements 
are based upon final building type, size, height, and occupancy use.  

6. Provide individual meters at each building as they are constructed or 
renovated. 
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SECTION 3 – IRRIGATION WATER SYSTEM 

3.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The campus uses domestic water for landscape irrigation.  The irrigation 
meters and backflow devices are added as needed to the public water 
system that exists throughout the campus.  During the on-site review of the 
water system, no irrigation concerns were documented related to pressure 
or availability. 

The existing small (2-inch or less) PVC irrigation water distribution system 
is a campus network of lines that gets relocated, modified, lengthened, and 
abandoned, as required to accommodate campus expansion projects.  
Backflow prevention is provided and installed during modification projects. 

The City Public Utilities Department has a long range goal to bring 
reclaimed water to the campus and any new expansion of the irrigation 
system should include “purple pipe” to allow for the future reclaimed water. 

3.2 METHODOLOGY 

Existing irrigation water flows for the campus can be estimated based on a 
percentage of the overall domestic use.  The average day usage is the 
average annual amounts divided by 365 days.  The peak month average 
day considers only the higher meter readings for the dry months between 
June and November.  Irrigation is typically performed between 10pm and 
6am, seven days per week, so these peak month amounts were multiplied 
by 3 (8 hrs./24 hrs.) to get an 8 Hour Irrigation Average Use.  The 8 Hour 
Irrigation Peak Use is twice the previous average to account for the 
maximum day during those summer months and the fact that the irrigation 
system cannot be fine-tuned to completely average out the demands over 
an eight-hour period.  The percentage of campus water use dedicated to 
irrigation use is typically based upon similar campuses of similar sizes 
located in Southern California. 

3.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

An analysis described above provides a conceptual model of the existing 
irrigation water network and represents the existing condition on campus.  
The campus currently uses standard water preservation methods to 
minimize runoff and avoid overwatering through observation and regular 
maintenance programs. 

3.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE NEEDS 

 
The irrigation water system can be evaluated with the addition of proposed 
buildings listed in Table ES-2 of the Executive Summary.  Based on the 
future development presented in the Master Plan Update as discussed in 
the Executive Summary, recommendations will include relocation and 
demolition of various existing irrigation water lines in order to accommodate 
the future development.   
 
 
 

 
 
A second estimate was not needed to represent the future conditions on 
campus since additional proposed buildings will reduce the amount of 
landscape area available for irrigation.   Maximum daily flow demands will 
decrease by the relative percentage of buildable area that replaces the 
current open landscaped areas.   
 
3.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Findings 

An evaluation of the existing irrigation water system revealed that the 

existing irrigation water system adequately supports the demand of existing 

buildings and landscape areas with no significant pipe losses due to pipe 

size or elevation.  The existing irrigation system can also adequately 

support the demand for proposed buildings and landscape areas as 

depicted in the Master Plan Update.   

• No figures and illustrations are provided in this section since the 

detailed network of small piping is not readable at the scale illustrated 

on a single sheet overall campus map.  

• Prepare for the future reclaimed water system in development by The 

City Public Utilities Department. 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings above, recommendations include providing re-routing 

irrigation lines that are in conflict with proposed buildings, and replacing old 

irrigation pipes as needed during campus improvement expansion over 

parking areas and roadway improvements.   

It is also recommended that the college pursue its efforts in getting a 

potential source for future reclaimed water service.   

1. Proposed new irrigation piping shall be purple PVC pipe and maintain 
minimum horizontal and vertical clearances with adjacent potable water 
lines. 

 
2. Upgrade water sensor technology, as needed, during expansion 

projects to stay up to date on water saving technological advances.  
 
3. Install and maintain back flow prevention devices as needed to insure 

water quality safety. 
 
4. Provide individual irrigation meters for each landscape zone. 
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SECTION 4 – STORM DRAIN SYSTEM 

4.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The existing campus mainline storm drain system consists of a concrete 
open-top box channel that flows from south to north and extends through 
the center of the campus.  This channel is maintained by Riverside 
County Flood Control District upstream and downstream of the campus 
limits.  

The following is a summary of the on-site storm water collection system: 

• The majority of the on-site storm water surface flows to the mainline 
channel in a sheet flow manner.   

• The southwest corner of the campus (near Magnolia Avenue and 
Ramona Drive) flows by laterals to the existing 42-inch storm drain in 
Magnolia Avenue.   

• Building roof drains and landscape areas are drained though a 
system of small (6”, 10”, 12”) pipes and area drains that connect to 
one of the mainlines - described above.   

• No on-site water quality basins are located on campus. 

• The existing parking lots sheet flow to catch basins and then into the 
storm drain mainline or sheet flow directly to the mainline channel. 

• No large on-site storm water detention basins are provided 

4.2  METHODOLOGY  

Due to campus topography the tributary areas flow to the existing 
channel that collects most (if not all) of the campus flows, a detailed 
campus hydrology study was not required.  

The existing minor storm drain mainlines system was evaluated using 
concept level hydrology (existing and proposed conditions) by identifying 
major sub-areas and using County flood control data when needed.   

4.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEM  

The existing conditions have been evaluated using concept level 
hydrology using simplified Riverside County Flood Control Hydrology 
Methods.  Storm flows have been routed to the existing backbone on-site 
drainage systems using a series of surface flows and pipe flows.  This 
includes:  

• Delineate minor drainage sub-areas for on-site tributary areas for 
minor mainlines. 

• Prepared existing condition hydrology model and estimated peak 
flow runoff rates for 100-year design storms.  

• Verified on-site pipe capacity for minor mainlines. 

 

4.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE NEEDS  

The proposed re-alignments do not require major horizontal re-routing 
and the tributary areas are constant with the current condition.  

Therefore, a conceptual review of the hydrology analysis for the 
proposed campus conditions were reviewed to determine if the proposed 
system is in conformance with the existing simplified Riverside County 
Flood Control Hydrology Methods and if pipe sizes for relocations would 
match the existing conditions.  This is based upon the following review. 

• Overlay of the proposed campus master plan onto the existing 
condition base map. 

• Review of the developed condition hydrology analysis for the 
100-year storm events. 

• Review of potential storm water quality detention facilities to 
reduce developed peak flows to pre-master plan conditions. 

• Review of on-site storm drain mainline system with pipe sizes 
necessary to convey run-off for the proposed conditions.  

4.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

The existing storm drain mainline systems are adequately sized to 
address the current design storm conditions.   No immediate concerns 
were identified. 

• A pothole study was done for the district maintained line located 
west of the football field. This line runs from the southeast to  the 
northwest.   A potholing effort to 11-ft depth, failed to locate the 
pipe and therefore, the pipe size, material, condition, and depth 
could not be verified.  Additional as-built investigation will be 
required to confirm the existence and/or location of this pipe. 

The proposed campus development will impact many of the existing 
mainline alignments and will require relocations to avoid the planned 
building footprints.   

Additional storm water quality detention basins may be provided at the 
lower parking areas to address future water quality requirements.    

The following is a summary of the modifications related to the proposed 
on-site storm drain mainline system: 

1. Relocation of the east-west mainline that leaves Olivewood Avenue 
and is in conflict with proposed Building P-2. 

2. The ultimate conversion of the existing open topped concrete 
trapezoidal channel to a closed box culvert will allow the campus 
increased access opportunities and additional development space.  

 

Sufficient elevation change across the campus site also allows flexibility 
and opportunities for future storm drain alignments to avoid any 
significant design elements.  
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SECTION 5 – CHILLED WATER SYSTEM 

5.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

This campus does not have a central chilled water system.  It has a mix 
of some chilled water systems, and some DX cooling systems.  The 
systems are spread out serving individual buildings, or small complexes.   

5.2 METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this report is to evaluate the existing chilled water 
systems currently serving the campus and provide recommendations to 
improve, modify/upgrade existing systems to support new buildings, 
major renovations, and building retrofits that form part of the proposed 
campus Facilities Master Plan. 

The following methodology was adopted in formulating our mechanical 
master plan for the campus: 

An important aspect in the evaluation of the existing systems serving a 
facility is a detailed and accurate field investigation of the current 
systems.  

A detailed survey of the existing mechanical systems that currently serve 
the facilities at the Riverside College campus and existing conditions was 
undertaken and existing layout, capacity and potential problems were 
identified.  The surveyed information was verified through available 
record drawings, field investigations and meetings with the campus 
facilities staff. 

Alterations/upgrades/modifications necessary to support new buildings, 
major renovations and building retrofits that will form the proposed 
campus facilities were identified. 

5.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

The following report provides an analysis of the present chilled water 
systems currently serving the campus.  It identifies potential problems 
associated with the systems, defines future requirements and outlines 
recommended solutions to support the proposed facilities master plan. 
Site plans showing existing and proposed chilled water systems 
distribution are also provided at the end of the section. 

The campus is currently served by several water cooled chiller plants.  
The chillers and pumps use a high flow rate and low temperature 
difference distribution systems.  These are energy inefficient distribution 
schemes.   

In addition to the chilled water plants, several split systems and 
packaged systems exist.  See the Existing Building Summary Table 9a at 
the end of Section 9. 

Upper Campus 

Bldg 37 is the new Library/Learning Resource Center.  It does not have 
any chilled water.  It is cooled by three packaged rooftop units and a first 
floor split system DX airhandler. 

Bldg 17 is the administration bldg.  It has two split system DX 
airhandlers.. 

Bldg 1 is the Quad.  It has a water cooled chiller in an outside pit. 

Bldg 32 is the Business Education Bldg.  Bldg 5 and are the Music 
Education Bldgs.  Bldg 7 is the performing Arts Center.  All of these 
buildings are served by a water cooled chiller system that is in a 
basement. 

Bldg 21 is the MLK High Tech Center.  It has a water cooled chiller in the 
basement. 

Bldg 34 is the Assessment Center.  It is served by a packaged rooftop 
unit. 

Bldg 23 is the Planetarium.  It is served by a packaged rooftop unit. 

Bldg 22 is the Physical Sciences and Bldg 20 is the Life Sciences Bldg.  
They are served by a common water cooled chiller system. 

Bldg 24 is the Student Center.  It is served by a water cooled chiller 
system. 

Bldg 42 is the Outreach Center. Bldg E-14 is Student Government and 
E-13 is Financial Services.  They are cooled with DX split systems. 

Bldg 11 is Financial Services, and Bldg 10 is the Admissions building.  
They are served by split system DX cooling. 

Bldg E-9 is the Outreach Portable. It  is cooled by a split system unit. 

Lower Campus  

Bldg 31 is the early Childhood Studies Bldg.  It is served with DX split 
systems. 

Bldg 26 is the Ceramics building.  It is served by a packaged rooftop unit. 

Bldg 14 is the Art building.  It is served by DX split systems. 

Bldg 3 is the Gymnasium.  It has DX cooling. 

Bldg 131 is the North Hall.  It has DX cooling. 

Bldg 130 is the College House.  It has DX cooling. 

Bldg 7 is the Technology B building.  It has some roof top units and some 
split systems. 

Bldg 6 is Technology A. It has some roof top units and some split 
systems. 

Bldg 30 is the Automotive Technology building.  It has some roof top 
units and some split systems. 

All of the Lovekin complex buildings (39) have wall hung DX systems. 

Bldg 15 is the Huntley Gym.  It has DX cooling. 

Bldg 36 is the Pilates Studio.  It has DX cooling. 

Bldg 4 is the Maintenance and operations building.  It has DX cooling. 

Bldg 18 is Cosmetology.  It has DX cooling 

5.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE BUILDING COOLING LOADS 

Current buildings that will remain, current buildings that will be 
demolished, and proposed new buildings were identified. 

The campus is geographically divided into an upper campus and a lower 
campus.  The projected peak cooling load for the upper campus is about 
1,660 tons, depending on which buildings are selected to be connected 
to the central plant.  If we assume a seventy five percent diversity from 
peak load, the diversified load would be 1,250 tons. 

The projected peak cooling load for the lower campus is about 350 tons, 
again depending on which buildings are selected to be connected to the 
central plant.  The diversified load would be 265 tons. 

See Table 9b at the end of section 9 for a list of future buildings and their 
projected cooling loads. 

5.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Findings 

The current chilled water systems are set up for constant flow and so 
they are not as energy efficient as they could be.  The chilled water 
control valves are three way valves.  To increase the efficiency of the 
pumping system, two way valves should be installed.  However, the 
pumps lack VFD’s to take full advantage of this retrofit.   

The buildings are served by 4 pipe air-handlers and are designed for 
approximately 10°F differential on the chilled water supply and return 
temperatures.  For a campus environment this is a very low differential 
and leads to large pipe sizes and large pumping requirements compared 
to a larger temperature differential design. 
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Recommendations in Order of Priorities 

1. New buildings should be provided with air handlers instead of fan 
coils to make better use of air side economizers and also greater 
delta T’s through the chilled water coils.  This is also essential for 
maximizing the capacity of the Chilled Water Thermal Energy 
Storage Tanks.   

2. For energy efficiency reasons, water cooled chilled water plants are 
proposed.  A comparison of full load and part load efficiencies is 
noted below for current state of the art chillers.   

3. The campus is geographically divided into an upper campus and a 
lower campus.  It makes sense to divide the central plants in a 
similar manner.  We have shown the proposed central plant for the 
upper campus to be incorporated with the proposed parking structure 
P-8.  The chillers and pumps would be on the lower floors of the 
parking structure.  The cooling tower would be on the upper level. 

4. The use of Thermal Energy Storage (TES) tanks is also 
recommended.  The storage tanks can take advantage of cooler 
temperatures during off peak hours and possibly favorable electric 
rates during these hours.  They will reduce the overall capacity of the 
chillers in the plant by taking care of peak loads. 

5. The proposed location of the central plant for the lower campus is 
shown behind the proposed location for the Maintenance office and 
Maintenance Shipping (P-4 and P-5) near where the current 
cosmetology building is.  Another option would be to locate it down 
on the flats where the re-locatable units now are (Lovekin Complex). 

6. Piping distribution system will need to be installed in roadways or 
parking areas to allow placement of new buildings without being over 
the proposed pipe locations.  See the site plan (Figure 9b) for the 
proposed main pipe routing. 

7. All new buildings that are fed from the central system should have 
BTU metering capabilities that tie into a central DDC system with 
strong energy management capabilities. Similarly, existing buildings 
should be retrofitted with new BTU monitoring capabilities. 

8. The lower campus system could be combined with the upper 
campus system, but the pipe would have to cross the canal.  The 
cost of the extra piping from the upper campus system would have to 
be balanced against the cost of another central plant for the lower 
campus.  The lower campus could be kept independent since the 
buildings are more spread out compared to the upper campus. 
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SECTION 6 – HEATING WATER SYSTEM 

6.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

This campus does not have a centralized heating system.  It has a mix of 
some local heating water systems, some gas-fired heating equipment, 
and some electric heating equipment. 

6.2 METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this report is to evaluate the existing heating systems 
currently serving the campus and provide recommendations to improve, 
modify/upgrade existing systems to support new buildings, major 
renovations, and building retrofits that form the proposed campus 
Facilities Master Plan.  

The following methodology was adopted in formulating our mechanical, 
master plan for the campus: 

An important aspect in the evaluation of the existing systems serving a 
facility is a detailed and accurate field investigation of the current 
systems. 

A detailed survey of the existing mechanical systems that currently serve 
the facilities at the Riverside College campus and existing conditions was 
undertaken and existing layout, capacity and potential problems were 
identified.  The surveyed information was verified through available 
record drawings, field investigations and meetings with the campus 
facilities staff. 

6.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEMS 

The following section provides an analysis of the present heating 
systems currently serving the campus.  It identifies potential problems 
associated with the systems, defines future requirements and outlines 
recommended solutions to support the existing and proposed facilities 
master plan.  

The campus is currently served by several heating water plants.  The 
boilers and pumps use a high flow rate and low temperature difference 
distribution systems.  These are energy inefficient distribution schemes. 

In addition to the several heating water systems, there are several gas 
fired systems and some electrical heating systems on smaller units. 

See the Existing Building Heating Load Summary (Table 9a) for existing 
buildings at the end of the chilled water section. 

Upper Campus 

Bldg 37 is the new Library/Learning Resource Center.  It is heated by 
three packaged rooftop units and a first floor DX airhandler with gas 
heat. 

Bldg 17 is the administration bldg.  It has two split system airhandlers 
with gas heating. 

Bldg 1 is the Quad.  It has a boiler in an outside pit. 

Bldg 21 is the MLK High Tech Center.  It has heating water boilers in the 
basement. 

Bldg 32 is the Business Education Bldg.  Bldg 13 is the Music Education 
Bldgs.  Bldg 12 is the performing Arts Center.  All of these buildings are 
served by a common boiler system that is in the basement of Bldg 13. 

Bldg 34 is the Assessment Center.  It is served by a gas-fired packaged 
rooftop unit. 

Bldg 23 is the Planetarium.  It is served by a gas-fired packaged rooftop 
unit. 

Bldg 22 is the Physical Sciences and Bldg 20 is the Life Sciences Bldg.  
They are served by a common heating water boiler system. 

Bldg 42 is the Outreach Center, E-13 is Financial Services building, and 
E-14 is Student Government.  They are heated with split systems with 
electric heat. 

Bldg 10 is the Admissions Office, and Bldg 11 is the Financial Services 
building.  They are served by split system units with electric heat. 

Bldg E-9 is the Outreach Portable. It is served by an electric split system. 

Lower Campus 

Bldg 31 is the early Childhood Studies Bldg.  It is served by split systems 
with electric heating. 

Bldg 26 is the Ceramics building.  It is served by a gas-fired packaged 
rooftop unit. 

Bldg 14 is the Art building.  It is served by split systems with electric 
heating. 

Bldg 3 is the Gymnasium.  It has gas fired heating. 

Bldg 131 is the North Hall.  It has gas-fired heating. 

Bldg 130 is the College House.  It has gas-fired heating. 

Bldg 7 is the Technology B building.  It has some roof top units with gas 
heating and some split systems with electric heating. 

Bldg 6 is the Technology A building. It has some roof top units with gas 
heating and some split systems with electric heating. 

Bldg 30 is the Automotive Technology building.  It has some roof top 
units with gas heating and some split systems with electric heating. 

All of the Lovekin complex buildings shown as item 39 have individual 
wall hung DX units with electric heating. 

Bldg 15 is the Huntley Gym.  It has gas heating. 

Bldg 36 is the Pilates Studio.  It has gas heating. 

Bldg 16 and 25 are warehouses.  They have no heat. 

Bldg 4 is the Maintenance and Operations building.  It has some gas 
fired heating and some electric heating. 

Bldg 18 is Cosmetology.  It has gas heating 

6.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE BUILDING LOADS 

Current buildings that will remain, current buildings that will be 
demolished, and proposed new buildings were identified.  Refer to the 
summary of future heating and cooling loads, Table 9b at the end of 
Section 9. 

Future heating loads should be handled locally rather than centrally, on a 
building by building basis.  Heat provided by gas furnaces are just as 
efficient as gas –fired boilers, unless condensing boilers are used.  The 
lower the return water temperature to a boiler, the better the efficiency.  
However, most non-condensing boilers have a minimum entering water 
temperature of 140 degrees.  It should be noted that heating water has 
better control over supply air temperature and space temperature and 
therefore is the preferred method of heating. 

6.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. For those smaller buildings that have electric heat, we would 
recommend changing out strip heat to heat pumps.  Heat pumps 
are three to four times more efficient than straight electric heat. 

2. It is more economical to heat smaller buildings with packaged gas 
furnaces than to provide a boiler system.  This will need to be 
studied on a case by case basis.  It is probably not economical to 
change existing buildings from gas heat to hot water, unless it is a 
larger building.  Again, this would need to be evaluated by building. 

3. It is recommended to localize the generation of heating hot water 
rather than having all heat generation in one location.  There is no 
improvement in overall system efficiency by a centralized heating 
water system.  Current SCAQMD regulations limit economical 
boiler sizing to less than 2.0 million BTU per boiler.  

4. For heating water systems, pumping and piping systems should 
take advantage of higher temperature difference coils to allow for 
lower flows.  This provides more efficient pumping systems. 
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5. Heating water pumps should have VFD’s and all control valves 
should be two way so that reduced flow at part load conditions can 
further save pumping energy.  However, VFD’s below 3 hp are not 
as economically beneficial and therefore are not recommended. 
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SECTION 7 – ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

7.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Background and Scope 

Riverside City College, one of three colleges within the Riverside 
Community College District, is a two-year public community college 
situated in the community of Riverside California.  The campus is located 
on former Poly High School site and opened in 1916.  The City Campus 
has become one of California’s leading community colleges and is a 
landmark in downtown Riverside. 

Each semester more than 19,000 students pursue associate's degrees, 
transfer to a four-year college or university or receive career certificates 
that qualify them to enter their chosen field. 

The campus derives its power from the City of Riverside Public Utility 
Company.  The power is provided both from a 12kV new primary 
distribution system and a much older 4160 volt primary service.   

The 12kV portion of the primary distribution system is extended 
throughout the campus where it is transformed by the Riverside Public 
Utility down to low voltage (120/240,120/208,277/480V), metered and 
distributed to individual buildings. The 12kV distribution system is owned 
and maintained by the utility company. 

The 4160 volt power is provided from a single service point where it is 
extended to a 5kV main switch and then metered at 4160 volts.  The 
4160V system then extends to campus owned transformers where it is 
transformed to low voltages to serve various buildings throughout the 
campus. 

See Exhibits 7a for reference to the existing site electrical distribution 
system and Exhibits 7c and 7d for the existing campus single-line 
diagram. 

Objective 

The objective of this report is to evaluate the existing power distribution 
system and its adequacy to support new buildings, major renovations, 
and building retrofits that form part of the proposed campus Facilities 
Master Plan. 

7.2 METHODOLOGY 

The following methodology was adopted in formulating our power 
distribution master plan: 

The normal methodology in formulation of the power distribution master 
plan would be to verify the existing conditions based upon available 
record drawings.  Unfortunately, available record drawings did not exist 
or in the case of buildings where they did exist, they were not updated 
and did not match the current conditions. 

Therefore it was necessary to perform a detailed survey of existing 
conditions and verify the existing site distribution and individual systems 
at the building.  The survey identified the existing conditions and the 
revisions made to the system in the last fifty-four years since the system 
was installed. 

Several meetings were held with the Riverside Utility Company service 
and Engineering Department to verify their existing installation details.   

The compilation of this report thus allows accurate assessment for the 
alterations/upgrades/modifications necessary to support new buildings, 
major renovations and building retrofits that will form part of the proposed 
campus facilities master plan. 

7.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

Our following report provides an analysis of the present electrical our 
following report provides an analysis of the present electrical distribution 
currently serving the campus.  It identifies potential problems associated 
with the system, defines future requirements and outlines recommended 
solutions. 

The following are included as part of our report: 

• High voltage system description of the existing equipment for both 12 
kV and 4160 volt system. 

• Low voltage system description of the existing equipment for each 
individual building. 

• Review of the current power consumption including current electric 
rate structure, peak KW demand per meter, and total electric 
consumption. 

• Available spare electrical capacity including requirement for future 
buildings. 

• PDF’s of drawings of the existing and proposed electrical site 
distribution system as well as single line drawings for both the 4160 
volt and 12kV systems.  The list of drawings is as follows: 

Figure 7a Existing Utility Map-Electrical 

Figure 7b Future Conditions Utility Map-Electrical 

Figure 7c Existing Electrical System 4160 Volts Single-Line 
Diagram 

Figure 7d Existing Electrical System 12KV Single-Line Diagram  

Figure 7e Proposed Electrical System 12KV Lower Loop SLD 

Figure 7f Proposed Electrical System 12KV Upper Loop SLD 

Description of Existing Conditions 

Electrical Power Distribution Findings 

High Voltage 12 kV System 

Riverside Utility Company has a fairly new 12kV underground system 
that extends around the campus.  The 12kV distribution system forms a 
loop system around the campus. 

The 12kV underground distribution system extends down Olivewood 
Avenue across City College Drive and Ramona Drive then up Magnolia 
Avenue.  Placed strategically throughout the distribution system are a 
series of vaults, manholes and various types of switches. 

In addition to the 12kV underground loop system, there is a 12kV 
residential pole line that extends along Prospect Avenue and into the 
campus.  This pole line feeds the North Hall and College House as well 
as Cutter Pool.  There is another drop from this pole line that extends 
underground around the Stadium Playing Field to (2)-12kV transformers, 
one of which serves the New Stadium Sports lighting poles and the other 
serves a Utility Transformer substation in the Stadium Building itself. 

The 12kV underground system extends along Olivewood Avenue to an 
underground vault and switch which serves a switch located above the 
Huntley Gym.  From this switch location, multiple feeders extend to the 
following locations: 

(a) A 12kV feeder extends to a new 750kVA, 12kV to 480/277 volt 
transformer feeding the Quadrangle Trailer Swing Space. 

(b) A 12kV feeder extends to a 150kVA, 12kV to 120/208 volt 
transformer feeding the Huntley Gym. 

(c) A 12kV feeder extends to a 75kVA, 12kV to 120/240 volt transformer 
feeding the Tennis Court Area. 

The 12kV underground system then extends to another underground 
vault and switch which then extends into the campus to a pole located 
adjacent to the Cosmetology Building. 

The service extends up this pole and then overhead to a pole located 
behind the Warehouse/Maintenance Shop area.  There is a pole 
mounted 12kV to 120/240 volt 100kVA transformer that serves the 
Maintenance Shop, Warehouse and Maintenance Paint Shop at the 
lower voltage. 

This same pole also extends a 12kV overhead feed to the Cosmetology 
Building where it serves a High Voltage Substation.  There is a 100kVA 
and a 50kVA, 12kV to 120/240 volt single and three phase transformers 
respectively serving the building. 
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The 12kV loop system continues along Olivewood Avenue and onto City 
College Drive, where it extends into an underground vault and to a 
separate switch assembly at the junction of Riverside Avenue.  From this 
vault, an underground feeder extends back along Riverside College 
Drive to a 2500kVA, 12kV to 4160 volt transformer and switch which 
serve the entire 4160 volt service throughout the campus. 

The 12kV loop system then continues along Ramona Drive, then along 
Magnolia Drive to a vault located at Terracina Drive intersection.  A 12kV 
underground feeder then extends into the Campus to a 1500kVA, 12kV 
to 480/277 volt transformer that serves the new Digital Library. 

The 12kV loop system continues on Magnolia to a series of high voltage 
12kV switches located adjacent to the new Parking Structure.  A 12kV 
feed extends from these switches down to the new 500kVA, 12kVA to 
480/277 volt transformer serving the new Parking Structure.  An adjacent 
high voltage 12kV switch serves across Magnolia to a 300kVA 12kV to 
480/277 volt transformer serving the Arroyo Playing Fields. 

The 12kV loop then continues along Magnolia Avenue to a vault located 
at the corner of 15th Street.  The loop continues along Magnolia Av. past 
the campus property and terminates at the corner of 15th Street and 
Stadium Way in a high voltage 12kV switch that serves the Child 
Development.  The 12kV feeders extend down to a 75kVA, 12kV to 
120/208 volt transformer serving the facility. 

Overhead 12kV Service 

A separate 12kV service enters the Campus from a residential overhead 
pole line located on Prospect Avenue.  The pole line extends down 
Prospect Avenue to the corner of Stadium Way where a pole mounted 
switch is located. 

From this switch, the overhead service extends to a 50kVA pole mounted 
12kV to 120/240 volt transformer.  The secondary voltage then extends 
into the North Hall and College House. 

The 12kV overhead service continues down Stadium Way to another 
pole located adjacent to the Cutter Pool Building.  There is a 50kVA pole 
mounted 12kV to 120/240 volt transformer that serves the Cutter Pool 
Switchboard. 

From the original pole on Stadium Way, the 12kV service extends down 
the pole and underground to a 12kV high voltage switch enclosure in the 
Stadium Area adjacent to the Student Parking Lot.  From this switch, it 
extends around the playing field to a 750kVA, 12kV to 480 volt 
transformer serving the playing field lights.  It also extends into a utility 
vault located under the stadium seating adjacent to the weight room.  
There are three 75kVA, 12kV to 120/208 volt transformer located in the 
vault that feed the main switchboard, located in the weight room 
electrical room. 

High Voltage 4160 Volt System 

The 4160 volt electrical distribution system is old and was originally 
installed in 1952.  In 1952, Riverside Utility Company provided a 12kV to 
4160 volt transformer.   The transformer then serves a 5kV switch and 
meter located in the basement of the Landis Building. 

At the time of the original installation, there were two oil fused cut out 
switches on the secondary side of the meter and they switches served 
two transformer banks.  One bank consisted of (3)-75kVA transformers 
serving the Landis Building’s Main Switchboard; transforming 4160 volts 
to 120/208 volts. 

The other oil fused cut out served a 150kVA transformer located in the 
old Boiler House Building.  The secondary voltage is unknown as the 
building no longer exists. 

The original 4160 volt service thus consisted of (2) Oil Fused Cutouts 
and two transformer banks.  As new buildings were added and 
remodeled, the system has been expanded, split, spliced and severely 
overloaded. 

At the present time, there are (16) transformers, (16) Oil Fused Cutouts 
and (4) high volt switches forming part of the 4160V campus distribution 
system with a total connected capacity of 4850kVA. 

The 4160V system is a radial system which emanates from the Landis 
Building.  The Utility Company has replaced the original 12kV to 4160 
volt transformer with a fairly new 2500kVA transformer and high voltage 
switch located on City College Drive.  The 5kV underground feeder 
extends to the corner of Riverside Drive and then extends to a Utility 
Manhole M64 located adjacent to Fairfax Avenue. 

The 4160 volt feeder is spliced in this manhole and then extends under 
the Music Building to a secondary utility manhole M63.  From this point, it 
extends into the Landis Building Basement, where it terminates in a 
600A, 5kV switch enclosure with a meter. 

There are several pullboxes, as well as direct feeds extending from the 
back of the switch enclosure to the various Oil Fused Cutouts and high 
voltage switches located behind the meter section in a vault.  The entire 
4160 volt system radiates from this single switch enclosure. 

Three of the old OFC’s located in the Landis Vault were destroyed by 
circuit failure and have been replaced with more up to date Load 
Interrupter Switches (LIS).  One of these switches extends through a 
series of manholes to the outdoor substation “BH” located adjacent to the 
Admission Building where it is spliced and feeds (2) additional LIS’s.  
These switches feed transformers that sub feed the Admissions, Data 
and Technology building A&B.  Last year, it was discovered that the 
300kVA transformer was severely overloaded, so the 5kV feeder feeding 
this substation was spliced in a manhole and a new feeder extended 
down to the Technology “A” Substation.  This substation has a 5kV 
primary OFC with a 225kVA transformer providing 120/240v 3 phase, 4 
wire to the building. 

The outdoor substation “BH” has a 300kVA, 5kV to 120/208v transformer 
and a 150kVA, 5kV to 120/208v transformer. 

In the Landis Vault, one of the new LSI’s feeds the (3) 75kVA 
transformers located in the Vault behind the Meter section.  These 
transformers feed through the wall to a 1600 amp, 120/208 volt 
switchboard serving the Landis Auditorium. 

The third new LSI feeds the Quadrangle Underground Vault.  This vault 
has a 300kVA, 12kV to 120/208 volt transformer, as well as a 400kVA, 
12kV to 480 volt transformer. 

In addition, there is an old OFC located in the vault that feeds the Martin 
Luther King (MLK) Library manhole.  Like MLK, this manhole has a splice 
box that splits the 5kV feeder and feeds into the MLK Building. 

The MLK building has its electrical equipment located in the Mechanical 
Room.  There is 5kV pullbox which serves a 5kV unit substation 
consisting of a LIS and a 1000kVA, 5kV to 480/277 volt transformer and 
secondary distribution. 

From the MLK pullbox, the 5kV feeder extends through a series of 
pullboxes into an Electrical Room on the 2nd floor of the Life Science 
Building where it terminates in a pullbox with a splice box.  This pullbox 
then serves a 400kVA, 5kV to 480 volt transformer located in the same 
room.  It also extends a 5kV feeder overhead to another Electrical room 
in the Life Science building where there is a 500kVA, 5kV, 120/208volt 
transformer. 

There is an additional feeder that extends through the Life Science 
Building then goes underground to an Electrical Room on the 2nd floor of 
the Student Center.  In the Student Center, there is a high voltage 
pullbox that contains a tap box which feeds a 225kVA, 5kV to 480/277 
volt transformer and a 300kVA, 5kv to 120/208volt transformer. New 
electrical work has recently been done in the Student Center to feed the 
remodeled Cafeteria. A 225 kVA 480V to 208Y/120V transformer and an 
800 Amp 208Y/120V, 3 phase, 4 wire distribution board have been 
added to the exterior of the building and feed back into the Cafeteria. 
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There is an OFC located in the Landis Auditorium electrical room 
adjacent to the building switchboard that appears to feed the Music and 
Speech, Business Education and Automotive Buildings. 

P2S Engineering was not able to verify the location of the primary switch 
for the 225kVa transformer serving the Administration Building, nor was 
able to locate the exact routing of its feeder.  P2S was also unable to 
verify the exact feeder routing of the 12kV service to the Music and 
Speech Building. 

P2S Engineering has attempted to trace this feeder but still needs to 
verify the exact details.  The 5kV feeder appears to exit Landis and then 
goes into the side of the Music and Speech Building.  We assume that it 
goes through the ceiling space then to a pullbox and then sweeps into 
the Electrical Room of the Music and Speech Building to the basement 
adjacent to the Main Chiller Plant.  There is a 5kV feeder that terminates 
in a pullbox with a 4-way cable link box inside it. 

From this box, the 5kV feeds to a 300kVA, 5kV to 480 volt transformer 
feeding mechanical equipment.  There is another 5kV from this box 
serving a 225kVA, 5kV to 480 volt transformer which is also feeding 
mechanical equipment. 

There is an additional OFC in the Electrical Room that feeds an 
underground exterior pullbox adjacent to the wall of the Electrical Room.  
There is a splice in this pullbox which feeds the Automotive Center 
exterior substation.   

The Automotive Building has a substation with a 225kVA, 5kV to 120/240 
volt transformer.   

The other part of this splice appears to go to Business Education where 
it terminates in a 225kVA, 5kV to 120/208volt transformer. 

It should be noted that the exact routing of these feeders needs to be 
verified. 

There is 225kVA, 5kV to 120/240 volt WP transformer located at the 
Administration building.  We were able to trace this feeder as far as a 
pullbox located on Riverside Avenue.  We were not able to trace the 
feeder back to Landis from this pullbox, nor were we able to determine 
which protective device feeds this transformer.  It is energized and 
therefore has power coming from Landis Auditorium. 

Low Voltage Distribution System Feed from the 12kV System 

At the present time, the Riverside Public Utility Company is providing 
service via its 12kV system (as previously identified) to (16) separate 
switchboard and meters fed from the secondary side of their high voltage 
transformers.  These various buildings are served in the following 
manner: 

The Digital Library building has a 3000 amp, 480/277 volt main 
switchboard and meter.  The 480 volt is then transformed to 120/208 volt 
3 phase, 4 wire.  Based upon a 12 month period, the peak demand load 
for this building is 691kW or 831 amps on a 3000 amp service. 

The New Parking Structure has an 800 amp, 480/277volt main 
switchboard and meter.  The 480 volt is then transformed to 120/208v 3 
phase, 4 wire, as needed.  Based upon a 12 month period, the peak 
demand load for this building is 120kW or 144 amps on the 800 amp 
service. 

The Arroyo Playing Field has a 400 amp 480/277 volt service 
switchboard and meter.  The 480 volt is transformed to 120/208 volt 3 
phase, 4 wire, as needed.  This system is used only at night on an as 
needed basis, and is more than adequate for the requirements of the 
playing fields. 

The Child Development building has a 225 amp, 120/208 volt service 
switchboard and meter.  Based on a 12-month period, the peak demand 
load is 49.2kw or 137 amps. 

The College House and North Hall are both provided with a 120/240 volt 
residential service and are adequately sized.  No demand is available. 

The Cutter Pool has a 400 amp, 120/240 volt service switchboard and 
meter.  Based on a 12-month period, the peak demand load is 57.6kw or 
139 amps. 

The Stadium lighting is a stand alone system that has a 2000 amp, 
480/277 volt main switchboard with a meter. Based on a 12-month 
period, the peak demand load is 168kw or 202 amps. 

The Stadium Building electrical room located at the weight room has a 
1200amps, 120/208 volt service.  This service sub-feeds the Wheelock 
Gym with a 400 amp, 120/208 volt panel.  The Art Building with a 400 
amp service disconnect and 225 amp panel, and the Ceramics Building 
with a 400 amp, 120/208 volt panel.  

Based upon a 12-month peak demand reading, the demand load is 
216kW or 600 amps at 208 volts.  The switchboard is fed by a bank of 
(3) 75 kVA transformers. The current demand load is getting close to the 
rated load.   

The Huntley Gym has an 800 amp, 120/208 volt service switchboard and 
meter.  This switchboard back feeds the old gym’s switchboard.  The 
Pilates Studio is also fed from this switchboard with a 225 amp panel.  
There is an additional feeder going from the main switchboard through a 
series of pullboxes and back feeding a 225 amp panel in the 
Cosmetology Building. 

Based upon a 12-month peak demand reading, the demand load is 
71kW or 197 amps at 208 volts. 

The Cosmetology Building has (2) separate switchboards with totalized 
metering.  One switchboard is a 400 amp, 120/240v, single phase 
switchboard.  The other switchboard is 240 volt, 3 phase switchboard.  
As indicated, there is an additional 225 amp, 120/208 volt panel that is 
supplying power from the Huntley Gym. 

Based upon a 12-month peak demand reading, the demand load is 
108kW or 300 amps at 208 volts for the two switchboards. 

The Tennis Courts have a 400 amp, 120/240 volt service switchboard 
and meter which is more than adequate for this facility. 

The Maintenance Shop has a 400 amp, 120/240 volt, single phase, 3 
wire service switchboard and meter. 

Based upon a 12-month peak demand reading, the demand load is 
41.2kw or 99.3 amps at 208 volts. 

The Warehouse and Maintenance Paint Shop have a 200 amp, 120/240 
volt, single phase service which is adequate for the facilities. 

The Quadrangle Swing space is a new temporary facility with a 2000 
amp, 120/208 volt service.  Based upon a 12-month peak demand 
reading, the demand load is 366kW or 1017 amps. 

 Low Voltage Feed from the 4160 Volt System 

Due to the fact that the 4160 volt system is metered at its source, there 
are no demand readings available at the individual buildings being 
served from the system.  The various low voltage systems are as follows: 

The Landis Auditorium has 1600 amp, 120/208 volt main switchboard.  
This switchboard services the Auditorium, as well as sub-feeding panels 
in the Music Hall. 

The Admission and Computer Buildings are served from a 400 amp, 
120/208 volt, 3 phase gutter assembly at Substation “BH”.  There are 
400 amp and 200 amp panels located in these buildings. 

The Technology “B” Building is served from Substation “BH” with a 400 
amp, 120/208v, single phase feeder.  There is a 400 amp, 120/208 volt, 
3 phase panel located inside the building.  There are also (2) additional 
panels “MA” & “MB” located in the basement storage area.  There is a 
separate disconnect switch also in the basement that sub-feeds the 
portables for Physical Education, College Safety and Police with an 
overhead pole line. 

The Technology “A” Building is served from a 1000 amp, 120/240 volt 
distribution switchboard located in the outdoor substation “SSTP” behind 
the building.  This sub-feeds various panels located inside the building. 

The Quadrangle Building is presently being served from an existing 1200 
amp, 120/208 volt main switchboard, as well as a 600 amp, 480 volt 
switchboard feeding mechanical equipment. 
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The Martin Luther King Library Building has a 1600 amp, 277/480 volt 
switchboard section that is part of the 5kV substation.  The 480 volt 
section serves a 750kVA transformer and 2500 amp, 120/208 volt, 3 
phase secondary distribution switchboard. 

The Life Science Building has an 800 amp, 480 volt switchboard feeding 
mechanical equipment and a 1600 amp, 120/208 volt switchboard for all 
other panels. 

The Physical Science Building is sub-fed from both the 480 volt and 
120/208 volt power supply in the Life Science Building. 

The Student Center Building has a 600 amp, 480 volt service 
switchboard and an 800 amp 120/208 volt switchboard both fed from 
their perspective transformers. 

The Music and Speech Building and the Music Hall are sub-fed from the 
Landis Auditorium main switchboard with small sub-panels at 120/208v, 
3 phase. 

The Business Education Building has an 800 amp, 120/208 volt service 
feeding the facility. 

The Administrative Building is fed from the old blanked off 1200 amp, 
120/240 volt service with associated panels. 

The Automotive Center is fed from a 1600 amp, 120/240kV, 3 phase, 4 
wire distribution switchboard located in the outdoor substation “SSAT” 
located in the parking lot.  Their switchboard feeds various panels 
throughout the building. 

7.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE NEEDS 

An analysis of the current electrical distribution system of the Riverside 
Campus was conducted to evaluate the modifications required to support 
the future additions. 

The current electrical distribution was also analyzed for electrical duct-
banks/manholes that will be in conflict with the proposed facilities and will 
require relocation. A campus site plan identifying electrical duct-
banks/manholes that require demolition/relocation and extension of 
feeders to new facilities to serve the planned facilities is provided in our 
proposed electrical site plan Figure 7b. 

An evaluation of the existing electrical system currently serving the 
campus revealed that a new 12kV electrical infrastructure is required to 
provide the campus with a closed loop/primary selective arrangement to 
support existing and future planned facilities. In addition, an evaluation of 
the existing system revealed that the existing system provides limited 
redundancy because of its open loop configuration rather than being a 
closed loop system or a primary selective system. Since the campus will 
operate and maintain the 12kV switchgear and the electrical distribution 
system, the campus requires an electrical system that must provide  

(a) Improved system reliability   

(b) Ease of maintenance and isolation of circuits either during a fault or 
during a regular maintenance without interrupting power to every building 
on campus   

(c) Be sized to accommodate existing loads and planned future loads 
resulting from new buildings addition as well as additions to existing 
buildings   

(d) Be well coordinated to eliminate nuisance tripping of upstream 
protective devices (e) have all equipment listed for the short circuit 
availability at the point of installation.    

An evaluation of the recent master plan revealed that a net additional 
1,250,000 square feet of buildings is planned at the campus. A review of 
these proposed facilities and their usage revealed that the campus would 
add an additional installed capacity of 17,597 kVA to their existing 
installed capacity. Based on a demand factor of 40%, the campus will 
see an additional demand of only 7,039kVA.  After subtracting the 
demand for the demolished buildings of 917KVA the total demand for the 
campus would be 10,654kVA.  Note that the total square footage of the 
campus will increase by 113%. 

A review of future installed capacity and current demand of the campus 
revealed that a new 1,200amp 15KV switchboard would be required to 
meet the demands of existing and future facilities. The campus currently 
has a peak demand of 3625kw PER Riverside Public Utilities. With an 
assumed power factor of 0.8 current peak demand at the campus is 
4532kVA.  See Table 7-3.  That number is expected to grow to 
approximately 11,544KVA with the addition of new facilities and 
additions. This future estimate is projected based on the campus current 
ratio of installed capacity versus its current demand.   

The following Table 7-1 depicts projected installed capacities and 
demand of proposed facilities shown in the master plan.  The capacities 
are calculates based on standard industry watts/square foot in absence 
of a design for these facilities. 
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TABLE 7-1 INSTALLED CAPACITIES/DEMAND OF FUTURE FACILITIES  

 

Bldg 
# 

Building Name Occupancy Type 
Gross        
sqft 

Load Factor 
W/sqft 

Required 
Capacity in KVA 

Demand in KVA @ 40% of 
Installed Capacity 

P1 Student Services Office 27,038 12.0 324 130 

P2 Band Building Academic 2,200 10.0 22 9 

P3 Auto Technology Academic 67,200 15.0 1,008 403 

P4 Maintenance Offices Office 6,560 12.0 79 31 

P5 Maintenance Shipping Industrial 9,840 10.0 98 39 

P6 Applied Technology Academic 22,289 12.0 267 107 

P7 Cosmetology Academic 38,974 15.0 585 234 

P8 Parking Structure 1 Parking Structure 442,000 6.0 2,652 1,061 

P9 Music/Landis Addition Academic 11,586 12.0 139 56 

P10 Administration Office 27,038 12.0 324 130 

       

       

 Total New Capacity Required  654,724  17,597 7,039 

E Total Existing Buildings Mixed Use 1,270,394 12.0 15,245 6,098 

E Total Existing to Buildings to be Removed Mixed Use -191,120 12.0 -2,293 -917 

E Total Existing to Buildings to Remain Mixed Use 1,079,274 12.0 12,951 5,181 

       

       

       

 Total Campus Capacity   1,733,998   30,548 12,219 

 

 7.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

12kV System 

The existing underground Riverside Public utility substructure is in very 
good condition and is well maintained.  The existing pad mounted 
transformers and various switch enclosures are in good condition.  The 
12KV distribution system that circles the campus is a loop system and as 
such is very reliable.  Riverside public utility has provided us with a 
Circuit Outage Chart which reflects the outages on each phase of the 
loop for the last ten years.  It also reflects the cause of the outage and 
the duration of the outage.  A review of this outage chart reveals that 
their record is highly commendable with no substantial outages. 

The area of concern with the 12KV system is primarily with the older pole 
lines serving the Warehouse/Cosmetology area.  The other concern is 
the Prospect Avenue Residential overhead pole line service that serves 
the North Hall, College House and Cutter Pool.  However, this system 
also serves other more critical areas, such as the Stadium, Wheelock 
Gym, the Arts and Ceramic Buildings. These overhead pole line systems 
are at least fifty years old. 

There are 16 separate RPU electrical bills that need to be paid each 
month, one for each of the meters at the campus.  Most of these are 
FLAT charge or DEMAND charge, both of which have higher rates than 
the time of use charge (TOU).  See Table 7-3 

A meeting was held with the RPU’s Engineering Department and the 
Senior Account Manager and they have been made aware of the future 
loads at the Riverside Campus.  They may need to bring in a new circuit 
however there are not enough loads to warrant any up-grades to their 
facilities at this time. 
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4160 Volt System 

The original system was installed in 1952 with (2) oil fused cutouts (OFC) 
and (2) transformer banks of single phase transformers.  Since that time, 
it has been expanded, extended, spliced to serve various buildings on 
campus. The system has failures due to serious overloading and oil 
leaking out of the equipment.  The Riverside Public Utility has changed 
out the existing 12KV / 4160 volts transformer serving this system a 
couple of years ago with a new 2500KVA transformer.  The normal 
loading on a utility transformer is 35% to 40%.  The present transformer 
has a demand load of 1792 kilowatts or 72%.  The transformer can 
accommodate the load up to its maximum rating. 

The original (2) transformers having a total rating of 300KVA have been 
replaced with (16) different transformers with a 5975 KVA capacity, (16) 
OFC’s and (4) load interrupter switches (LIS) switches.  There are 
numerous splices and pullboxes that have been added to accommodate 
the changes and additions. 

There are OFC’s at most transformer locations to provide primary 
overcurrent protection; however, there is no way to verify the fuse or trip 
setting of these devices, without pulling the OFC’s apart.  The existing 
OFC’s are by various manufacturers and some cannot be repaired or 
reassembled once taken apart, thus posing a hazardous situation.  In 
addition, the OFC’s have an inherent low short circuit withstand 
capability.  

The OFC’s until recently were not serviced or maintained until one of the 
OFCs exploded and destroyed itself and the high voltage feeder.  The 
remaining switch was serviced and refilled with oil.  These switches need 
to be constantly monitored and serviced as they are over fifty-years old. 

The 300KVA, 4160 volt transformer in Substation “BH” has a maximum 
secondary output of 800 amps.  In 2006 the measured load was in 
excess of 1000 amps. 

The solution at that time was to create a splice in the middle of the 5kV 
cable and bypass the transformer load and connect directly to Tech 
Building “A”.   

-Many of the buildings have OFC’s and transformers in Electrical Rooms 
that are hazardous and do not meet legal code clearance and require 
work.  The Life Science Building and the Student Center are both unsafe.  
The Landis Auditorium’s 5kV vault has exposed live parts facing the 5kV 
LIS switches with inadequate code clearance. 

The Landis Auditorium main switchboard has a 1600 amp, 120/208 volt 
rating with a 1600 amp main circuit breaker capacity, however, there are 
only three 75kVA transformers which would normally feed an 800 amp 
board not 1600 amp.  There are periods where these transformers could 
be overloaded. 

Many of the 5KV pullboxes have various types of tap boxes or splice 
boxes inside them.  Some are inaccessible, some are leaking and others 
have no legal clearance at all.  They exist behind transformers and other 
electrical equipment. 

The Cosmetology Building has its own utility transformers and 
switchboard, however in 1999 the transformer and switchboard became 
severely overloaded.  The situation was corrected by providing a 
separate 300 amp circuit from Huntley Gym Building at the bottom of the 
hill through a series of pullboxes and into the lower level of the building.  
In the event there is a problem with these new panels, you have to exit 
the building , go down the hill, get to Huntley Building, unlock the 
switchboard and disconnect the feeder.   

In summation, the entire 4160 volt distribution system, which includes all 
of the core buildings; Landis, Quadrangle, the Martin Luther King Library, 
Life Science, Physical Science, Technology A and B, Music Hall, Music 
and Speech, Business Education, Administration and Automotive are all 
dependent on a single source which is comprised of a fifty-year old 
distribution system and equipment.  

Recommendations 

4160V Campus Distribution System 

The 4160 volt system is over fifty-years old, many of the (16) 
transformers on this system have old oil fuse cutouts that have 
questionable fuse protection.  The 5kV conductors are, for the most part, 
unprotected or if protected, do not have fuse coordination which could 
overload the conductors to the point of failure.  The entire system is 
dependent on a single point of connection, fuse switch, conductor and 
transformer.  Particular emphasis should be placed on the 55-year old 
switches which cannot be repaired in the near future. 

A meeting was held with the RCCD Administrative Staff and the 
Maintenance Department and they preferred that the 4160 volt system 
be removed.  See 12KV Distribution System Recommendations.   

Since the existing distribution system is old, has oil fused cut outs that 
have low short circuit interrupting capacities and the distribution system 
lacks appropriate protection, we recommend that the 4160 volt system 
be removed.   

12kV Distribution System / Recommendations 

The 12KV underground distribution system is serviced and maintained 
by Riverside Public Utility and is in excellent condition and has just about 
unlimited capacity.  Therefore, any future additions or remodeling should 
be added to the 12KV system. 

1. To avoid the single point of service and to combine RPU electric 
meters to obtain a lower utility rate, it is recommended that a new 
campus owned primary 15kV metering section and switchgear be 
installed. The use of selector switches shall be provided to serve each 
building on campus through a loop system. This arrangement will 
facilitate isolation of buildings without shutting off the main system.  
There will be two loops in the electrical system. The loop on the 
perimeter of the campus will be a closed loop and is called the lower 
loop. The loop that is replacing the 4160 volt system on the upper part of 
campus is a primary selective loop and is called the upper loop. 

Riverside Public Utilities (RPU) has stated that they will not allow RCCD 
to utilize their existing conduit, conductors, and manhole system that 
surrounds the campus on three sides.  Therefore we recommend a new 
12 KV loop system be installed with (2) loops to serve each building on 
the campus.  We have written a letter to RPU asking that the RCCD 
riverside campus be allowed to share the existing RPU conduit system 
and under what conditions this might occur.   

It is recommended that a new 12KV feeder be extended from the new 
lower loop into the CST switch at the corner of the Stadium Playing Field 
and Student Parking Lot.  This would then enable the switching of the 
service from the residential overhead pole line on Prospect Avenue to be 
switched to the 12KV underground lower loop system. 

It is also recommended that the 12KV overhead pole line at the back of 
the warehouse be phased out as soon as possible. 

RPU usually picks up the cost for a new service however since this is a 
modification to the existing service RCCD will need to pay for the 
modifications.  This is subject to the revenue test of Rule 11J.  Rule 11J 
states that the applicant shall pay any cost in excess of two times the 
estimated increase in annual revenue. 

2.  Existing fuse size and type shall be determined. Based upon this 
information, a fused coordination study shall be done and a fuse 
replacement program be implemented. 

3.  Testing of the existing 50-year old grounding system should be 
conducted and a Short Circuit/Arc Flash study be conducted to 
coordinate the existing system.   
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Sample Arc Flash Warning 

 

 

 

 

4.  We recommend the use of aluminum cables rather than copper 
cables.  Aluminum cables shall be used for all medium voltage cables 
and low voltage cables larger than 4/0 in an effort to save money. 

5.  We recommend the use of a wireless multi-metering system.  The 
system should have an energy software package for energy analysis, 3 
phase wireless meter transceivers for wireless metering and be capable 
of metering at 480 volts as well as 208 volts. 

6.  That the system shall be regularly maintained with yearly inspection   
.    of all OFC and splice boxes. 

7.  Check, tighten and torque all conductor connections. 

8.  One switchboard has three separate keys; one for each compartment.  
It is highly recommended that all the electrical equipment padlocks be 
changed to single key. There are approximately 60 different keys. It took 
a half an hour and three trips to the shop to open one lock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proposed Feeder Loops 

The following Table 7-2 provides facilities along with their connected 
loads and demands. An evaluation of the connected loads and demands 
of these facilities revealed that the existing substations/feeders can 
support the power demand of these facilities. Names of substations and 
feeder designations that will be used to serve these proposed facilities 
are provided in table below. New 15kV selector switches consistent with 
campus standards will be provided to serve the proposed facilities and 
also complete the existing loop system. These selector switches will 
provide ease of isolation of loop faults as well as provide a means of 
isolating building substations. These switches will be served from the 
nearest existing manhole located close to the proposed facility as shown 
in our proposed site plan. The UPPER loop will be completed by using 4” 
electrical duct banks with 15kV 3#350kcmil Aluminum EPR MV105 
cables and the LOWER loop will be completed using 4” electrical duct 
banks with 3#500kcmil Aluminum EPR MV105 cables.  Radial feeders 
originating from these selector switches will serve substations in each of 
the facilities.  
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TABLE 7-2 INSTALLED CAPACITIES BY SUBSTATION/ FEEDERS  

 

  

FEEDER BUILDING 
INSTALLED 

CAPACITY IN 

KVA 

DEMAND IN 

KVA 

Lower Campus Huntley Gym 266kVA 106.6.0kVA 

  Cutter Pool 92kVA 36.9.0kVA 

  Pilates Studio 52kVA 20.70kVA 

  Athletic and P.E.  1kVA 0.6kVA 

  Aquatics Complex 64kVA 25.6.0kVA 

  Band Building 22kVA 8.8kVA 

  Auto Technology 1008kVA 403.2kVA 

  Maintenance Offices 79kVA 31.5kVA 

  Maintenance Shipping 98kVA 39.4kVA 

  Applied Technology 267kVA 107.0kVA 

  Cosmetology 585kVA 233.8kVA 

  Parking Structure 1 2652kVA 1060.8kVA 

  College House 10kVA 4.0kVA 

  North Hall/Apartments 54kV 21.6kVA 

  Stadium 200kVA 200.0kVA 

  Wheelock Gym 331kVA 132.4kVA 

  Early Childhood Studies 164kVA 65.6kVA 

  Digital Library "A" and "B" 1731kVA 692.4kVA 

  Parking Structure Unit P/Tennis Courts 
Unit T 

2252kVA 900.8kVA 

  Field bathrooms (West) 1kVA 0.4kVA 

  Field bathrooms (South) 1kVA 0.4kVA 

  Field Equipment Shed 1kVA 0.4kVA 

  Arroyo Baseball Field 200kVA 80.0kVA 

  Administration 325kVA 130.0kVA 

  Student Services 325kVA 130.0kVA 

     

  Nursing & Science 1 789kVA 315.6kVA 

  Nursing & Science 2 789kVA 315.6kVA 

Total  1,470kVA 5,918kVA 

  712Amps 285Amps 

 

 

 

FEEDER BUILDING 
INSTALLED 

CAPACITY IN 

KVA 

DEMAND IN 

KVA 

Upper Campus Quadrangle 957kVA 390.0kVA 

  Technology A 202kVA 80.8kVA 

  Landis Auditorium 420kVA 168.0kVA 

  Life Sciences 343kVA 137.2kVA 

  MLK High Tech Center 344kVA 137.63kVA 

  Physical Sciences 369kVA 147.6kVA 

  Planetarium 21kVA 8.4kVA 

  Student Center 466kVA 186.4kVA 

  Campus Police/ Safety 11kVA 4.4kVA 

  Greenhouse 1kVA 0.4kVA 

  Assessment Center 29kVA 11.6kVA 

  Music Hall 71kVA 28.4kVA 

  Outreach Center 17kVA 6.8kVA 

  Vending Machine Structure 2kVA 2.0kVA 

  Financial Services/Counseling/Outreach 3kVA 1.2kVA 

  Student Government Supply Room 3kVA 1.2kVA 

  Music/Landis Addition 139kVA 55.6kVA 

  Administration 324kVA 129.6kVA 

Total  3,722kVA 1,497kVA 

  179Amps 72Amps 

 

Grand Total  
1,852kVA 7,415kVA 

12kVA Load  891Amps 357Amps 
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The following Table 7-3 depicts all the existing RPU meters currently on 
the campus and there locations.  All but 1 of these meters will be 
removed when the 12kV primary meter is installed.  The meter at the 
Alumni House across Ramona Avenue will still be active. 

TABLE 7-3 ELECTRIC METER LOCATIONS 

N/A – Not applicable. 

Total Peak Demand= 3625KW / .8 = 4532KVA 

 

Electrical Power Cost Breakdown 

The Riverside Public Utility company has increased their customer 
charge and added a reliability charge to their rate structure since 2007 
and will increase their reliability charge in 2010.   

The rates listed below are for commercial users and for the year 2010: 

(a) For Flat rate Tier 1 the cost is 13.51 cents per kilowatt hour and for 
Tier 2 the cost is 20.64 cents per Kilowatt hour.  Note that the 
Reliability charge went up $30 from $30 to $60. 

(b) For Demand rate Tier 1 the cost is 11.11 cents per kilowatt hour and 
for Tier 2 the cost is 12.17 cents per Kilowatt hour.  Note that the 
Reliability charge went up $45 from $45 to $90. 

(c) For the TOU-E301 12kV bulk power purchase the rate is: 
On-Peak 10.33 cents per kilowatt hour. 
On-Peak 8.28 cents per kilowatt hour. 
On-Peak 7.27 cents per kilowatt hour. 
Note that the Reliability charge went up $550 from $550 to $1,100. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Address Location Meter # 
Switchboard 

Rating 
Voltage 

Peak KW 
Demand 

Amps 

4565 Saunders Facilities Vehicle Shop-West Wall 98369 400A 120/240, 3Ø 46 110 

4678 Saunders East Wall Old Warehouse 102827 200A 120/240, 1Ø 12.8 53.4 
*
4678 Saunders, 

Suite A 
Swing Space 108754 1200A 

120/208, 3Ø 
277/480V, 3Ø 

366 440 

4654 Saunders South Wall Huntley Gym Boiler Rm 106088 800A 120/208, 3Ø 71 197 

3500 Prospect Cutter Pool Room 15 38695 400A 120/240, 3Ø 57.6 139 

3615 Terracina Weight Room 119 101350 1200A 120/208, 3Ø 216 600 

3616 Terracina Exterior Lighting Switchboard 109583 2000A 277/480, 3Ø 168 201 

3617 Saunders North Hall under stairwells East End 72378 200A 120/240, 1Ø N/A - 

3600 Prospect College House East Wall 214853 200A 120/240, 1Ø N/A - 

4800 Magnolia 
ECS Mechanical Room next to 

Transformers 
28615 200A 120/208, 3Ø 49.2 137 

4726 Riverside 
Avenue 

Main Meter (T.O.U) down in basement 100300 600A 4160V 1792 238 

3564 Ramona 
Avenue 

Back Yard 215151 200A 120/240, 1Ø 0 - 

*
4699 Olivewood 

Cosmo/Mechanical Room A/C 
Equipment 

103491 400A/200A 
120/240, 1Ø       
240v, 3Ø 

108 260 

4800 Magnolia, 
Suite A 

DLLRC 106217 3000A 277/480V, 3Ø 690 830 

4800 Magnolia, 
Suite B 

Parking Structure 109485 800A 277/480V, 3Ø 49.2 60 
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7.6 SITE LIGHTING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Objective 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the existing exterior lighting 
system at Riverside City Campus of the Riverside Community College 
and provide recommendations to create a visually comfortable, safe, and 
aesthetically pleasing exterior environment.  Our study references 
Illuminating Engineering Society Handbook (ninth edition) and IES RP-33 
recommended practice as the reference documents in evaluating the 
exterior lighting system. 

Summary of Scope 

The following aspects of the exterior lighting system are addressed in 
this study: 

• Type and photometric distribution (Photometric distribution provides 
luminous intensity of luminaries in specified planes and angles) of 
existing exterior light fixtures.   

• Evaluation of fixture types with respect to energy usage, light output, 
quality of light, brightness, and maintenance. 

• Type of lamps, their color temperatures, and their wattages. 

• Existing lighting levels.   

• Glare. 

• Safety and Comfort. 

• Standardization of equipment. (Light fixtures and Lamp source). 

Conclusion  

A variety of exterior light fixtures equipped with a wide range of lamp 
sources currently illuminate the walkways, roadways, parking lots and 
building exteriors of Riverside Community College. It is apparent that the 
exterior light fixtures have been added in various phases of campus 
development without an adequate effort to standardize around a central 
equipment type or a lamp source.  

Although a few areas meet or exceed the light levels currently 
recommended by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), the majority 
of the campus light levels fall below these recommended levels. Some of 
the contributing factors for the inconsistent exterior lighting throughout 
the Riverside campus are: 

• Incorrect spacing and mounting heights of light fixtures  

• Use of a wide range of light sources (high pressure sodium, metal 
halide, and fluorescent) with different color temperatures and 
different wattages 

• Wrong application of fixtures (photometric distributions and light 
sources) 

• Inadequate light fixtures  

• Burned out lamps  

Standardization of equipment coupled with its correct application and 
correct photometric distribution is recommended to improve the existing 
exterior lighting at the campus.  Standardization of equipment would not 
only result in lower maintenance and inventory costs, but also would also 
reduce energy costs of the campus. 

To accomplish the above, we recommend the following steps: 

• A single lamp source is selected for illuminating roadways, parking 
lots, and pathways leading to the campus buildings. Since a high-
pressure sodium lamp has a lower color temperature and provides a 
warm color, we recommend that this lamp be standardized for 
campus exterior lighting.  

• All roadways and parking lots in the campus are illuminated with 
shoe box type fixtures equipped with full cutoff optics.  We 
recommend replacement/addition of light fixtures as required in 
these parking lots to achieve IES recommended light levels. A 
detailed recommendation for each parking lot is provided in our 
recommendation section. 

• All existing post top fixtures, Globe fixtures and other decorative 
fixtures in the campus be replaced with a common cut off decorative 
fixture (A cutoff luminaire is defined by I.E.S as a luminaire that 
produces a luminous intensity of 10% or less at a vertical angle of 80 
degrees above nadir) that will provide a visually comfortable 
environment and aesthetically blend with the architectural buildings 
in the campus. The cut off fixtures would also prevent glare. These 
new fixtures will be spaced to meet the current IES recommended 
light levels for pathways. 

• Bollard lights should be avoided as much as possible to illuminate 
pathways within the campus due to their narrow distribution and 
inability to illuminate wider pathways effectively. The bollards are 
also particularly vulnerable to vandalism because of their lower 
mounting heights, 

• Metal Halide lamps are recommended to highlight the architecture of 
buildings due to their high color rendering index and high color 
temperature 

• Illumination levels of all pathways, roadways and parking lots in the 
campus shall be designed to meet the current recommended light 
levels by IES (an average of at least 0.5fc with a uniformity ratio of 
4:1. Uniformity ratios are a measure of luminance differences 
between surfaces or areas and are expressed as ratio of maximum 
or average illumination to minimum illumination for a given area. 
Higher uniformity ratios with in the field of view can reduce the ability 
to see a task, create a safety hazard and cause annoyance). This 
will not only provide a visually comfortable environment, but also a 
safe environment, since people often associate higher or greater 
luminance with safer surroundings. 

The campus exterior lighting at Riverside Community College presently 
consists of a wide variety of exterior light fixtures equipped with a broad 
range of lamp sources that currently illuminate the pathways, parking lots 
and roadways of the campus. 

The majority of the exterior light fixtures currently lighting the parking lots 
are shoe box fixtures and have sharp cut off characteristics. Almost all of 
these fixtures are equipped with high pressure sodium vapor lamps. The 
walkways are illuminated with a combination of Globe fixtures or post top 
fixtures and in some cases shoe box fixtures. These fixtures are 
equipped with a wide variety of lamps ranging from metal halide to 
compact fluorescent lamps.  

The lighting levels around the campus vary extensively from almost 0.0 
footcandle in some parking areas to as high as 26 fc in the new parking 
structure with uniformity ratios (average foot-candles to minimum foot-
candles in excess of 10:1 in certain areas). The footcandle readings 
were recorded using a digital light meter (model EA30 manufactured by 
Extech instruments) during the month of October 2009. 

The following description provides type of fixture, existing footcandle 
levels and type of lamps being used in each area of the campus. See 
attached campus photometric plan. 

Pathways 

Pedestrian walkways throughout the campus are illuminated with Globe 
light fixtures that offer no cutoff. The Globes are mounted on 10' high 
concrete poles. The fixtures are equipped with 70 watt metal halide 
lamps or have been replaced with 42 watt compact fluorescent lamps. 
Due to a visible reflector and the lamp source, these fixtures are not well 
shielded and contribute to glare. Also in the absence of a refractor, the 
fixtures do not illuminate the parking lots and pathways effectively.  The 
walkway light levels ranging from .02 foot-candles to 1 fc in certain 
areas.  

The light output directly beneath a globe fixture that has a compact 
fluorescent lamp does not even measure one footcandle.  
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 The uniformity ratios (which are a measure of the  (maximum or average 
footcandle/minimum footcandle) are extremely high and are far above 
the normally recommended (4:1) uniformity ratios by the Illuminating 
Engineering Society (IES) thus creating a high contrast environment. 

Pathways adjacent to the Modular buildings at the Lovekin Complex or 
swing space are illuminated with Sports light type fixtures. These lights 
were for the old soccer field and have been turned off to save energy. 
The modular building “porch lights” are the only means of lighting for the 
entire area.  The wall mounted light fixtures (porch lights) are equipped 
with compact fluorescent lamps. The light level readings vary from 0.1 fc 
to 1.2 fc.  And the pathways along Sanders Ave. are dark due to the 
trees obstructing the globe fixtures.  

 The roadway light fixtures do contribute to the pathway lighting but the 
illumination levels do not meet the IES recommended levels.   

Parking lots 

Parking Lot A is illuminated with Globe light fixtures that offer no cutoff. 
The Globes are mounted on 10' high concrete poles. The fixtures are 
equipped with high pressure sodium vapor lamps or compact fluorescent 
lamps. The parking lot has footcandle readings ranging from 0.76 foot-
candles under the fixture to 0.04 foot-candles in certain areas of the 
parking lot. The uniformity ratios (which are a measure of the  (maximum 
or average footcandle/minimum footcandle) are high and are far above 
the normally recommended (4:1) uniformity ratios by the Illuminating 
Engineering Society (IES) thus creating a high contrast environment. 
Due to the fixtures being not uniformly spaced, majority of the parking 
areas are relatively dark and render the parking lot unsafe during 
evening hours.   

Student Parking Lots B & C is illuminated with modern shoebox light 
fixtures mounted on 25' high poles. The fixtures are equipped with high 
pressure sodium vapor lamps. The parking lot has footcandle readings 
ranging from 0.2 foot-candles between the fixtures 16 foot-candles under 
the fixture.  These parking lots have higher footcandle readings than 
other parking lots but still lack a sufficient number of poles to do the job.  
The uniformity ratios (average footcandle / minimum footcandle) here 
again are extremely high and are far above the normally recommended 
(4:1) uniformity ratios by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES).  

Parking Lot D is illuminated with an older model shoebox light fixture 
mounted on 25' high poles.  The fixtures are equipped with high pressure 
sodium vapor lamps. The parking lot has footcandle readings ranging 
from 0.8 foot-candles between the fixtures 3 foot-candles under the 
fixture.   

Main Parking Lot E located on the south side of campus is illuminated 
with cobra head type fixtures equipped with high pressure sodium lamps 
and lens.  The lamps are old and barely glow at night. The footcandle 
readings vary from 1.5 fc under the fixture to .05 foot-candles farther 
away from the fixture. The light levels do not meet the recommended IES 
levels, and fall below the current recommended levels of 0.5fc average. 

Parking Lots F & G are illuminated with multiple flood lights mounted on 
30' high poles.  The fixtures are equipped with high pressure sodium 
vapor lamps. The parking lot has footcandle readings ranging from 0.1 
foot-candles between the fixtures 6 foot-candles under the fixture. The 
uniformity ratios (average footcandle / minimum footcandle) here again 
are extremely high and are far above the normally recommended (4:1) 
uniformity ratios by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES).  

Cosmetology Parking Lot H is illuminated with pole mounted light fixtures 
and wall packs.  

The parking lot has light levels ranging from 0.10 fc to 4.5fc. The 
uniformity ratios (average footcandle/minimum footcandle) here again 
are extremely high and are far above the normally recommended (4:1) 
uniformity ratios by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES).   

Parking Lot J near the Old Campus Police Station is not properly 
illuminated.  Several modular buildings have been removed, and there 
has not been any lights added to compensate for the new available 
space. The only visible light is provided from a flood light attached to the 
adjacent Technology Building-B.  The north end of the lot has light levels 
ranging from 0.8 fc to 5.7 fc. 

Parking Lot K is illuminated with a shoebox light fixture mounted on 20' 
high poles.  The fixtures are equipped with high pressure sodium lamp. 
The parking lot has minimum footcandle readings ranging from 0.5 fc to 
6 fc directly under a double headed fixture. 

Parking Lot L has been demolished.  The remaining driveway at the 
north side of campus is not well illuminated.   The driveway has light 
levels ranging from 0.06fc to 0.2fc. The handicap parking lot on the west 
side of the pool house is not well illuminated do to the many obstructions 
in front of the pole mounted fixtures. 

Parking Lots N & U located east of Olivewood seemed to have a 
sufficient amount of poles with multiple shoeboxes on each pole.  
However the majorities of the fixtures have been turned off due to time 
clock issues or were burn out at the time of the survey. 

Parking Lots P & Q are illuminated with a smaller shoebox light fixture 
mounted on 15' high poles.  The fixtures are equipped with only 70 watt 
or 100 watt metal halide lamps. The parking lot has minimum footcandle 
readings ranging from 0.06 fc to 1.7 fc directly under a double headed 
fixture and .65 foot-candles directly under a fixture with a single head. 

 Racquetball Parking Lot Y is illuminated with shoebox light fixtures 
mounted on 25 foot poles.  The fixtures are equipped with high pressure 
sodium lamps.  

The parking lot has light levels ranging from 0.2 foot-candles to 3.1 foot-
candles.   

Staff Parking lot Z is adequately illuminated due to the wall packs and 
flood lights that have been added to the exterior of the Wheelock Gym in 
addition to the existing pole mounted fixtures.  The parking lot has light 
levels ranging from 0.5 fc to 3.5 fc.   

Parking Structure is illuminated with fluorescent strip light fixtures and 
has ample illumination. The parking structure has footcandle readings 
ranging from 4 foot-candles between fixtures and 26 foot-candles under 
the fixtures.  

Tennis Courts north of the Huntley Gym have flood lights that stay on 
into the night.  There are reports that they are still on past 2:00am in the 
morning. 

7.7 SITE LIGHTING RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Riverside Community College campus is currently illuminated with a 
wide variety of exterior light fixtures equipped with a broad range of lamp 
sources.  

Standardization of equipment coupled with its correct application and 
photometric distribution is recommended to improve the existing exterior 
lighting at the campus.    

The following key exterior lighting design issues form part of a well 
designed exterior lighting system. 

• Appearance of Space and Luminaires 

• Direct Glare 

• luminance (vertical) 

• Light distribution on surfaces 

• Light Pollution/Trespass 

• Modeling of faces or objects. 

• Point(s) of interest 

• Reflected glare 

• Source/task/eye geometry 

The above issues have been kept in mind while providing our 
recommendations.  In order to achieve our objective and have a well 
designed exterior lighting system in the campus, we prioritize our 
recommendations as follows:  
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1. All existing post top fixtures, Globe fixtures and other decorative 
fixtures in the campus are replaced with a common cut off 
decorative fixture that will provide a visually comfortable 
environment and aesthetically blend with the architectural 
buildings in the campus. The cut off fixtures would also prevent 
glare. These new fixtures will be spaced to meet the current IES 
recommended light levels for pathways. 

2.  A single lamp source is selected for illuminating roadways, 
 parking lots, and pathways leading to the campus buildings. 
 Since a high-pressure sodium lamp has a lower color 
 temperature and provides a warm color, we recommend that this 
 lamp be standardized for campus exterior lighting.  

3.    Illumination levels of all roadways and parking lots in the  
 campus are designed to meet the current recommended light 
 levels by IES (an average of at least 0.5fc with a uniformity ratio 
 of 4:1). This would include addition/ deletion of light fixtures 
 (based on foot-candle readings) to achieve the IES   
 comfortable environment, but also a safe environment, since 
 people  always associate higher or greater luminance with safer 
 surroundings.   

     4. Provide a lighting control panel and photocells to control all light 
 fixtures at the same time.  If a control panel is not a viable 
 solution then replace the existing time clocks with astronomical 
 time clocks. 

5. The tennis courts north of the Huntley Gym need to be controlled 
 by an astronomical time clock and photocell. 

6.  Metal Halide lamps are used to highlight the architecture of 
buildings owing to their high color rendering index and high color 
temperature. 

       7. Replace all burned out lamps and ballasts. 

8. Trim the trees and obstructions. 
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EXISTING UTILITY MAP - ELECTRICAL
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FIGURE  7b
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FIGURE  7c
EXISTING ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - 4160V SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE  7d
EXISTING ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - 12KV SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM
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FIGURE  7e
PROPOSED ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - 12 KV LOWER LOOP SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM
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PROPOSED ELECTRICAL SYSTEM -12KV UPPER LOOP SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM
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SECTION 8 – TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

8.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The local telecommunication services are currently provided by AT&T 
Corporation, who is the Local Exchange Carrier (LEC) for the voice 
network and data.  The (LEC) provides a 400 pair copper cable 
terminated in the MPOE in Administration Building #1.  The Riverside 
City Community College voice network consists of a NEC 2400 PBX 
Voice Switch located in a free standing brick building known as the MDF.  
This building is was expanded in the second quarter of 2007.  The 
campus is deploying VOIP through the NEC 2400 PBX. 

The main distribution facility (MDF) is located on the Westside of the 
MLK Building.  The fiber optic services are provided by AT&T and consist 
of 24 strands of single mode cable with 4 strands terminated at the DMS 
2000 and 20 strands dead.  The fiber optic cable is terminated in the 
MDF building.  

Although the campus will not see major growth in terms of additional 
classroom and office space many of the existing buildings will be 
replaced as part of the campus master plan. 

To meet the changing needs of the campus, the existing campus 
Telecommunication Infrastructure System has been evaluated and will 
require major upgrading as necessary to accommodate the plan 
expansion.   

We consider alternatives for improvements, make cost-effective and 
specific recommendations as necessary, to alter/upgrade/modify the 
existing telecommunication infrastructure to support new buildings, major 
renovations and building retrofits that form part of the proposed campus 
Facilities Master Plan. 

8.2 METHODOLOGY 

The following methodology was adopted in formulating our utility 
infrastructure master plan. The following methodology was adopted in 
formulating our utility infrastructure master plan. 

A critical aspect in the evaluation of the existing telecommunications 
systems serving a facility is a detailed and accurate field investigation of 
the current systems.  A detailed survey of the existing 
telecommunications system that currently serve the facilities at the 
Riverside City College campus and existing conditions, together with 
potential problems, are being identified. The surveyed information has 
been verified through available record drawings, field investigations and 
meetings with the campus facilities staff.  

Alterations/upgrade/modifications necessary to support new buildings, 
major renovations and building retrofits that will form part of the proposed 
campus facilities were identified.  

  

8.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEMS 

The existing MDF that serves the campus at the time of the survey was 
in poor condition with limited space. The addition of the 200 square feet 
helped resolve some of the limited space issue. However, this space will 
not meet the long term needs of the campus. It will require major 
upgrading and expansion to meet the needs of the new proposed 
buildings and the modernization of any existing buildings. 

The campus Networking Operating Center (NOC) is located in Data 
Processing Building #11.  This building will be replaced as part of any 
master plan and it will require the relocation of the Network Operating 
Center (NOC). At the time of the survey the plan is to relocate the NOC 
to the first floor of the Life Science building.  

The existing inter-building telecommunication pathways are found to be 
inadequate for most of the existing buildings located around the main 
part of the campus.  

The existing inter-building telecommunication pathways are found to be 
inadequate for the existing buildings at the north and east end of the 
campus.   

The existing building BDFs are inadequate and lack proper grounding, 
lighting, HVAC and Security Access.  

In some buildings, the telecommunications equipment, cables and 
pathways are co-located with high voltage. 

The existing fiber optic cable backbone consists of traditional multi-mode 
62.5mm and single-mode fiber optic cables.  

8.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE NEEDS 

Replace existing conduit system with a new telecommunication conduit 
system including manholes/pull boxes. This should be part of the 
electrical infrastructure upgrade that is required for campus distribution. 
This new infrastructure could be designed as one project and 
constructed in phases as the funding became available. 

The best design for a campus network would be to link each building 
directly to the NOC/MDF this is called a Hierarchical Star inter-building 
backbone. However for larger inter-building networks more Hierarchical 
levels are recommended. This allows for a small number of buildings to 
be connected to other buildings rather than linking the building directly to 
the NOC/MDF. 

Provide for new pathways to all (BDF’s) for all buildings on campus.  

 

 

 

8.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Adopt Telecommunication Infrastructure Design Standards. 

The Telecommunication Infrastructure Design Standards document 
is intended to provide the Architect, Electrical Engineer, HVAC 
Consultant, Civil Consultant and Telecommunication Consultant with 
the basic requirements and standards for network cabling 
infrastructure in a new or remodeled facility at the City College 
campus site.  

Telecommunication Infrastructure Design Standards are designed 
using standards and materials that will provide the greatest longevity 
and function for current and future application areas.  
Standardization of components, installation methods and labeling will 
ensure that all cabling installation projects have a consistent 
functionality, and operational appearance.   

2. Provide new conduits systems to include Manhole, Pull Boxes, 
Hand-holes and building penetrations. This should be included in the 
first phase of constructions. 

3. Provide new fiber optic cables from the new (MDF/NOC) to each  
building on campus. Recommend minimum fiber optic cables to be 
24 strands single mode. 

4. Provide for new copper cable for all buildings on the campus.  
Copper cable to be sized .5 pair for each voice outlet.  

5. For the Sports Complex and other buildings that are away from the 
main campus, provide for a de-centralized network for the voice and 
data networks. This would require space that meets the EIA/TIA 
telecommunications design standards. 
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SECTION 9 – CENTRAL PLANT 

9.1 EXISTING PLANT DESCRIPTION 

There are no central plants on the campus.  There are a few instances 
where a few buildings share a common plant, but this is limited.  Most of the 
buildings on campus have individual heating and cooling systems. 

There are some buildings that have water-cooled chillers and heating water 
boiler systems.  However, most of the buildings have DX cooling and either 
gas heat or electric heat.  The smaller buildings tend to have the less 
expensive heating and cooling systems. 

See Table 9a for a summary of existing building heating and cooling loads 
and system types. 

9.2 METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this report is to evaluate the existing heating and cooling 
systems that current serve the campus and provide recommendations to 
improve, modify or upgrade those systems to support planned new 
buildings, major renovations, and building retrofits that form the proposed 
campus Facilities Master Plan. 

An important aspect in this evaluation was a detailed and accurate field 
investigation of the current systems. 

A detailed survey of the existing mechanical systems that currently serve 
the facilities at the Riverside College campus and existing conditions was 
undertaken and existing layout, capacity and potential problems were 
identified.  The surveyed information was verified through available record 
drawings, field investigations and meetings with the campus facilities staff. 

9.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEMS 

As discussed earlier, there are no existing central plants.  Those individual 
plants that do exist are in reasonable condition and may have several years 
of service life left.  As these systems begin to age and have increasing 
maintenance issues and costs, conversion to central plant becomes more 
advisable.  A time schedule for building conversions should be developed 
based on the age and condition of each building’s equipment. 

 

9.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE NEEDS 

From the summary of building loads in Table 9b, it can be seen that some 
existing buildings will be demolished, some will remain, and new buildings 
will be added to the campus.  Although the time table has not been 
established, a plan and schedule should be developed to build a central 
plant for providing chilled water to as many buildings as is practical. 

It is not practical to convert all buildings to chilled water.  Some of the 
existing smaller buildings that will remain and are currently cooled by DX 
equipment, may not be candidates for conversion.  But all new larger 
buildings should be designed to be cooled with chilled water produced at a 
central plant. 

Central chilled water plants can produce chilled water more efficiently than 
multiple smaller remotely located chillers.  Smaller chillers usually end up 
being air-cooled.  Refer to the comparison in the Table below. 

 

Chiller Type Chiller 

Condenser 
Water 
Pumps 

Cooling 
Tower 

Total 
kW/ton 

Air-Cooled Chillers     

kW/ton (IPLV) 0.55 0 0 0.55 

kW/ton (full load) 1.10 0 0 1.10 

Water-Cooled Chiller 
(400 ton Turbocor)     

kW/ton (IPLV) 0.37 0.03 0.04 0.44 

kW/ton (full load) 0.53 0.03 0.06 0.62 

Water-Cooled Chiller 
(750 ton Trane)     

kW/ton (IPLV)  0.39 0.03 0.04 0.46 

kW/ton (full load) 0.56 0.03 0.06 0.65 

 

        COMPARISON OF ENERGY USE FOR AIR-COOLED 
AND WATER-COOLED CHILLERS 

 

9.5 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. We recommend converting existing DX buildings to chilled water 
cooling where practical, and connecting to stub-outs from the main 
piping runs.  It may be more economical to leave some smaller 
buildings as they are and not connect them to the central plant and 
piping system.  These decisions will have to be made on a case by 
case basis after careful review and analysis. 

2. We recommend water cooled chillers compared to air-cooled chillers 
to improve overall system efficiency.  We recommend combining 
some of the buildings into common systems where it makes 
geographical sense.  We have divided the buildings into upper 
campus buildings and lower campus buildings.   

3. We will also recommend the use of thermal energy storage tanks in 
order to reduce overall chiller plant capacity and to improve overall 
plant efficiency.  Thermal storage tanks will discharge during peak 
cooling periods.  They will re-generate during off-peak hours when 
the ambient air is cooler and cooling loads are less.  There may be 
some incentives from the utility to use electricity during off- peak 
hours. 

4. We recommend designing and installing the central plants in 
preparation for conversion and connection of buildings to a central 
plant. 

5. We recommend designing and installing new distribution piping with 
stub-outs for each building, as shown on the site plan. 

6. It is not recommended to convert buildings to a central heating water 
plant.  Localized heating is preferred because there is no advantage 
to having centralized heating water.  Only where buildings are 
clustered does it make sense to share a central boiler system.  The 
Business Education Building, Music Building and the Performing Arts 
Building are an example of a cluster of buildings where it would make 
sense to have a common heating water system.  The Physical 
Science and Life Science Buildings is another example. 
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SECTION 10 – NATURAL GAS SYSTEM  

10.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Background and Scope 

Riverside City College, one of three colleges within the Riverside 
Community College District, is a two-year public community college situated 
in the community of Riverside California.  The campus is located on former 
Poly High School site and opened in 1916.  The City Campus has become 
one of California’s leading community colleges and is a landmark in 
downtown Riverside. 

The campus derives its service from the Southern California Gas Company.  
The natural gas is provided by high pressure service laterals leading into 
the campus.   

See Exhibits 7a for reference to the existing site natural gas distribution 
system and Exhibit 7b for the proposed building site natural gas distribution 
system. 

Objective 

Natural Gas System master plan consists of evaluating the existing flow 

capacity available at the meters, the impact of the proposed facilities on the 

capacity of existing gas distribution system, identifying the required 

modifications/upgrades to the existing gas distribution system to support the 

future build out of the campus and to analyze the existing supply distribution 

for buried gas lines that will be in conflict with the proposed facilities that will 

require relocation.  

10.2 METHODOLOGY 

The following methodology was adopted in formulating our Natural Gas 
utility infrastructure master plan. The methodology presented below outlines 
the critical tasks that were performed in development of this master plan 
report. 

• A critical aspect in the evaluation of the existing Natural Gas system 
serving a facility is a detailed and accurate field investigation of the 
current system. Meetings and discussions with the campus helped 
gather existing information and any potential problems faced with the 
system. A detailed survey of the existing Gas system that currently 
serve the facilities at Riverside City campus was undertaken, and 
existing conditions, together with potential problems, were identified. 
The surveyed information was verified through available record 
drawings and meetings with the campus facilities staff.  

• A load flow study of the existing and future loads was developed and 
existing and proposed capacity requirements were developed. A 
BTUH/sq.ft. of proposed and existing facilities was assumed in our load 
studies. For some existing buildings where this information was 

available, existing installed capacities of the gas fired equipment were 
taken to estimate the total loads. 

• The Natural Gas system was then evaluated for capacity, functionality, 
reliability, ease of maintenance, age, and its ability to serve the present 
and future needs of the campus. 

• Alterations/upgrade/modifications necessary to support new buildings, 
major renovations, and building retrofits that form part of the proposed 
campus facilities master plan were identified. 

• Recommendations were developed to support new buildings, major 
renovations, and building retrofits that form part of the proposed 
campus facilities master plan were identified. 

• Costs associated with each of the required utility upgrades were 
developed and the most cost effective solution was recommended.  

10.3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

The Riverside City College campus is currently served from thirteen gas 

meters located in various locations. The first meter is located on the south 

side of Huntley gym which serves the gym and Cosmetology deriving gas 

service from the cities 4" main line running along Olivewood Avenue. The 

second meter is located just north of Cutter Pool serving the buildings that 

surround the pool and derives its gas service from the cities main line 

running along Prospect Avenue. The third gas meter is located on the North 

side of the Digital Library serving only that building which derives gas 

service from the cities 3" main line running along Terracina Drive. The 

fourth gas meter is located on the North-East corner of the Quadrangle 

complex serving only that complex which derives gas service from the cities 

3" main line running along Riverside Avenue. A fifth gas meter is located on 

the North-West side of the Ceramics building which serves only that 

building and derives its service from the cities 3" main line running along 

Terracina Drive. The sixth gas meter is located on the South-West corner of 

the Wheelock Gym serving the gym, Stadium and the Art building. It is 

unknown how this meter derives its gas service. The seventh gas meter is 

located on the West side of the Admissions & Counseling building which 

serves Admissions, Data Processing, MLK, Planetarium, Physical Science, 

Life Science and the Student Center building. It is unknown how this meter 

derives its gas service. The eighth gas meter is located on the North-West 

side, behind Technology A building serving Tech. A, Tech. B and a portion 

of the Student Center building which derives gas service from the cities 4" 

main line running along Terracina Drive. The ninth gas meter is located on 

the North-West side of the Music building serving the Music, Landis 

auditorium and the Business Education building which derives its gas 

service from the cities 3" main line running along Riverside Avenue. The 

tenth gas meter is located in an underground vault on the north side of the 

Administration building serving only that building and deriving gas service 

from the cities 2" main line running along Fairfax Avenue.  

The eleventh gas meter is located on North-East corner of the Automobile 

Tech. building which serves only that building and derives gas service from 

the cities main line running along City College Drive. The twelveth gas 

meter  is located on the South-East corner, behind the 

Maintenance/Operations building which only services that building and 

derives gas service from the cities 4" main line running along Terracina 

Drive. Lastly, the thirteenth gas meter is believed to be located on the north 

side of the campus, off Prospect Avenue serving the College House, the 

North Hall/Apartments and possibly Child Development complex. The exact 

location has not yet been confirmed. 

The listed meter numbers are not based upon any campus map or any 

documented campus information. Numbers were assigned to depict its 

location and identification for the purpose of this report.   

Majority of the Campus gas infrastructure was installed in the mid 1920's 

and is in good standing condition. Natural Gas service is derived from 

Southern California Gas Company's high pressure system. The distribution 

system throughout the campus has undergone extensions over the years to 

accommodate campus expansions, renovations and additions. Gas mains 

are steel pipe ranging from 3/4 inch to 4-inches in diameter. Discussions 

with the campus maintenance facilities staff revealed that at some 

locations, pipe runs have been replaced with PVC pipe with some portions 

retrofitted with P.E. or steel pipe. PVC pipe is not the recommended plastic 

pipe material to be used for a natural gas distribution system.  

Natural Gas downstream of the meters are distributed at medium pressure 

at approximately 5 psig throughout the campus in most locations with the 

exception of some metered systems running at low pressure. The medium-

pressure gas is reduced to low-pressure gas at building connections via gas 

pressure regulators installed either above grade or in underground vaults. 

The low-pressure gas is then piped to serve hot water boilers that serve for 

Space Heating and water heaters that serve for domestic hot water needs 

to plumbing fixtures. Natural gas is used for domestic water heating and 

industrial hot water. 

The total estimated combined gas load demand for the existing system 

served through all meters is approximately 45,460 MBH (thousand BTU's 

per hour). At 1,000 BTU per cubic-foot-per-hour (CFH) natural gas 

conversion factor, the required gas flow demand is 45,460 CFH.  

Figure 10a – Existing Utility Map – Natural Gas shows the existing natural 

gas distribution piping system throughout the campus. 

Table 10-1 provides approximate Heating and Domestic connected load 

demands based on building square footage in absence of metered data in 

each building.
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TABLE 10-1: EXISTING GAS DEMAND LOADS 

 

METER 1 

Bldg. 

No. 
Building  Name Occupancy Type 

Gross Area       

(Sq. Ft.) 

Heating Load 

Factor 

(BTUH/sq.ft.) 

Estimated Heating 

Load (CFH) 

Estimated 

Domestic Load 

(CFH) 

Total Gas Load 

(CFH) 

15 Huntley Gym Gymnasium 22,203 45 1,050 735 2,520 

16 Main Warehouse Warehouse 6,800 20 No gas service to this building 

18 Cosmetology Classroom/Lab 12,897 N/A *925 *335 *1,260 

25 Warehouse Annex B Warehouse 3,100 20 No gas service to this building 

36 Pilates Studio Classroom 4,308 35 Unknown if building derives gas service 

39 Lovekin Complex Academic/Office 34,560 30 Unknown if building derives gas service 

 TOTAL      3,780 

 

METER 2 

19 Cutter Pool Locker Area 6,597 N/A *150 *270 420 

19 Cuttel Pool  Equipment Room - N/A *2,340 - 2,340 

19 Aquatic Complex Academic 5,333 N/A **2,500 - 2,500 

E-12 Athletic & P.E. Academic 140 N/A No gas service to this building 

E-13 Financial Services Office 250 N/A No gas service to this building 

E-14 Student Govern.Supply Rm. Office 250 N/A No gas service to this building 

 TOTAL      5,260 

 

METER 3 

37 Digital Library A and B Library 108,234 N/A *2,520 Heating Only *2,520 

E-16 Nursing & Science 1 Academic 65,725 35 2,420 1,210 3,630 

E-17 Nursing & Science 2 Academic 65,725 35 2,420 1,210 3,630 

 TOTAL      9,780 

 

METER 4 

01 Quadrangle Classroom 81,246 35 2,995 1,495 4,490 

 TOTAL      4,490 
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METER 6 

Bldg. 

No. 
Building  Name Occupancy Type 

Gross Area       

(Sq. Ft.) 

Heating Load 

Factor 

(BTUH/sq.ft.) 

Estimated Heating 

Load (CFH) 

Estimated 

Domestic Load 

(CFH) 

Total Gas Load 

(CFH) 

02 Stadium Lockers Public Gathering 8,910 40 375 225 600 

03 Wheelock Gym Gymnasium 33,105 45 1,570 1,100 2,670 

14 Art building Classroom 7,953 35 295 150 445 

E-1 Parking Struct./Tennis Courts Parking 450,525 N/A No gas service to this building 

E-2 Field Bathrooms (West) Restroom 115 N/A No gas service to this building 

E-3 Field Bathrooms (South) Restroom 115 N/A No gas service to this building 

E-4 Field Equipment Shed Storage 78 N/A No gas service to this building 

 TOTAL      3,715 

 

METER 7 

10 Admissions/Counseling Office 7,554 30 240 95 430 

11 Data Processing Office 7,100 30 225 90 315 

20 Life Science Classroom 28,642 35 1,055 530 1,585 

21 MLK High Tech. Center Classroom/Lab 41,507 35 1,530 765 2,295 

22 Physical Science Classroom/Lab 26,335 35 970 485 1,455 

23 Planetarium Classroom 1,763 35 75 35 110 

24 Student Center Classroom 38,804 N/A See meter #8 *1,260 *1,260 

33 Greenhouse - 119 N/A No gas service to this building 

34 Assessment /Placement Office 2,400 30 Unknown if building derives gas service 

E-9 Outreach Portable Office 375 N/A No gas service to this building 

 TOTAL      7,450 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

METER 5 

26 Ceramics Sculpture Classroom/Lab 8,717 35 190 95 285 

 TOTAL      285 
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METER 8 

06 Technology A Classroom/Lab 16,830 35 620 310 930 

07 Technology B Classroom/Lab 20,560 35 760 380 1,140 

09 Safety/Security C Office 864 N/A No gas service to this building 

24 Student Center Classroom 38,804 N/A *2,000 See meter #7 *2,000 

27 Athletics Center Office 902 N/A No gas service to this building 

28 Campus Police/Safety Office 902 N/A No gas service to this building 

29 Portable 3 Office 1,112 N/A No gas service to this building 

42 Outreach Center Office 1,400 30 Unknown if building derives gas service 

46 Student Govt. Center Office 960 30 Unknown if building derives gas service 

 TOTAL      4,070 

 

METER 9 

Bldg. 

No. 
Building  Name Occupancy Type 

Gross Area       

(Sq. Ft.) 

Heating Load 

Factor 

(BTUH/sq.ft.) 

Estimated Heating 

Load (CFH) 

Estimated 

Domestic Load 

(CFH) 

Total Gas Load 

(CFH) 

12 Landis Auditorium Public Gathering 30,003 N/A *1,800 Heating Only *1,800 

13 Music Building Classroom 9,553 35 350 175 525 

32 Business Education Classroom 22,100 35 815 410 1,225 

35 Music Hall Classroom 5,952 35 No gas service to this building 

E-5 Faculty Offices Office 250 N/A No gas service to this building 

 TOTAL      3,550 

 

METER 10 

17 Administration Office 19,069 30 600 240 840 

 TOTAL      840 

 

METER 11 

30 Automobile Technology Shop 20,812 40 805 485 1,290 

E-6 Automotive Paint Booth Industrial 450 N/A No gas service to this building 

E-7 Well House Industrial 73 N/A No gas service to this building 

E-8 Vending Machine Structure Retail - N/A No gas service to this building 

 TOTAL      1,290 
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METER 12 

04 Maintenance & Ops. Offices 7,500 30 240 95 335 

05 Maintenance Pit Shop Plant Facilities 1,770 20 Unknown if building derives gas service 

E-10 Well House Industrial 181 40 - **100 100 

E-11 Well House Industrial 58 N/A o gas service to this building 

E-15 Well House Storage 250 N/A No gas service to this building 

 TOTAL      435 

 

METER 13 

Bldg. 

No. 
Building  Name Occupancy Type 

Gross Area       

(Sq. Ft.) 

Heating Load 

Factor 

(BTUH/sq.ft.) 

Estimated Heating 

Load (CFH) 

Estimated 

Domestic Load 

(CFH) 

Total Gas Load 

(CFH) 

31 Child Development Classroom 13,729 35 345 170 515 

130 College house Residential 980 35 Unknown if building derives gas service 

131 North Hall/Apts. Residential 5,410 35 Unknown if building derives gas service 

 TOTAL      3,715 

 GRAND TOTALS  1,267,037    45,460 

 

Indicated loads are estimated (based on square footage) 

* Indicates Actual load (based on recent as-built drawings or field 

verification of Installed equipment) 

**Indicates Anticipated load (based on anticipated Installed gas fired 

equipment) 
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10.4 ANALYSIS OF FUTURE NEEDS 

An analysis of the current Natural Gas system was conducted to 

evaluate a) existing flow capacity available at the meters b) the impact of 

the proposed facilities on the capacity of existing gas distribution system 

and c) modifications/upgrades required to the existing gas distribution 

system to support the future build out of the campus. The current gas 

distribution was also analyzed for buried gas lines that will be in conflict 

with the proposed facilities and will require relocation. A campus site plan 

identifying piping that require demolition/relocation and extension of 

service lines to new facilities to serve the planned facilities is provided in 

our proposed gas site plan. 

An evaluation of the facilities planned as part of the Utility Program 

master plan revealed that a net additional 654,724square feet of 

buildings/spaces are planned at the campus. A review of these proposed 

facilities and their usage revealed that the campus would add an 

additional combined load of 9,475 CFH to the existing metered systems.  

Figure 10b – Future Conditions Utility Map – Natural Gas shows the 

proposed natural gas distribution piping system throughout the campus. 

Table 10-2 provides approximate Heating and Domestic load demands 

of the proposed facilities that are being added to the campus and are 

depicted by Meter numbers. Meter number designations can be found on 

the Utility Plans. The demands are calculated based on building square 

footage. 

TABLE 10-2: FUTURE GAS DEMAND LOADS 

METER 1 – Additional load to existing system 

Bldg. 

No. 
Building  Name 

Occupancy 

Type 

Projected 

Construction 

Completion Year 

Gross 

Area        

(Sq. Ft.) 

Heating Load 

Factor 

(BTUH/sq.ft.) 

Estimated 

Heating 

Load 

(CFH) 

Estimated 

Domestic 

Load 

(CFH) 

Total Gas 

Load 

(CFH) 

P3 Auto Technology Academic - 67,200 35 2,475 1,235 3,710 

P4 Maintenance Offices Office - 6,560 30 No gas service to this building 

P5 Maintenance Shipping Industrial - 9,840 45 No gas service to this building 

P6 Applied Technology Academic - 22,289 35 820 410 1,230 

 TOTAL       4,940 

 

METER 2 – No Additional load to existing system 

         

 TOTAL       0 

 

METER 3 – No Additional load to existing system 

         

 TOTAL       0 

 

METER 14 – New Service 

P1 Student Services Office - 27,038 30 850 340 1,190 

P2 Band Building Academic - 2,200 35 No gas service to this building 

P7 Cosmetology Academic  38,974 35 1,435 720 2,155 

P8 Parking Structure 1 Parking - 442,000 N/A No gas service to this building 

P9 Music/Landis Addition Academic - 11,586 35 Will derive gas service from existing system 

P10 Administration Office - 27,038 30 850 340 1,190 

 TOTAL       4,535 

 GRAND TOTALS   654,724    9,475 

 

Indicated loads are estimated (based on square footage) 

** Indicates Anticipated load (based on anticipated Installed gas fired equipment) 

 

10.5 FINDINGS AND RECCOMENDATIONS 
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An evaluation of the existing Natural Gas system was undertaken to 

study the modifications/upgrades required to support the future facilities 

planned at the campus. The study also evaluated the reliability and 

redundancy of the existing system.  

A review of the load demands of the future facilities and current load 

demands with loads of the demolished buildings subtracted from the 

totals of the campus revealed that the existing main medium pressure 

distribution lines are adequately sized to meet the demands of existing 

and future facilities on the campus with the exception of the main line fed 

from meter #2. In addition, meter upgrades with a higher capacity output 

will be required in some locations. 

Following are our recommendations to upgrade the existing Natural Gas 

infrastructure at the campus to (a) Improve system reliability (b) provide 

ease of maintenance and isolation of lines either during a failure or 

during a regular maintenance without interrupting gas supply to other 

buildings on campus and (c) to provide adequate capacity service lines 

to accommodate existing loads and planned future loads resulting from 

new buildings addition as well as additions to existing buildings:    

Table 10-3 provides a description of the impact of work involved with the 

proposed locations of each building in relation to the existing campus 

Natural Gas system.  

TABLE 10-3: DESCRIPTION OF IMPACT 

Bldg. 

No. 
Building  Name 

Gross 

Area        

(Sq. Ft.) 

Description 

P1 Student Services 27,038 
The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed building will be served from a new service line fed from the new meter 14. 

P2 Band Building 2,200 
The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed building will not require gas service. 

P3 Auto Technology 67,200 

The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed building will be served from a new service line extended from the existing system fed 

from meter 1.  

P4 Maintenance Offices 6,560 
The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed building will not require gas service. 

P5 Maintenance Shipping 9,840 
The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed building will not require gas service. 

P6 Applied Technology 22,289 

The proposed building interferes with an existing underground city owned gas service line leading 

into the campus from Olivewood Avenue serving meter #8 & meter #12. This line can be 

abandoned in place or capped and removed. A supply line shall extend to serve this building. This 

service will be extended from the existing system fed from Meter #1. 

P7 Cosmetology 38,974 
The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed building will be served from a new service line fed from the new meter 14. 

P8 Parking Structure 1 442,000 
The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed building will not require gas service. 

P9 Music/Landis Addition 11,586 

The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed addition will be served from the new system fed from Meter #14. Alternatively, it can 

also be served from the existing piping within the already existing building. 

P10 Administration 27,038 
The proposed building does not interfere with the existing underground gas service lines. The 

proposed building will be served from a new service line fed from the new meter 14. 
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The following is a summary of additional recommendations for 

improvements to the existing natural gas system: 

 

1. Existing low pressure system serving Cutter pool buildings is not 
of adequate size to handle an additional load to serve the 
Aquatic Complex currently under construction. Gas meter 
system #2 should be upgraded to accommodate the connected 
loads. A possible meter upgrade to a higher output capacity 
meter and replacement of low pressure lines with medium 
pressure supply lines will be required. 

2. Earthquake valves for emergency gas supply shut-off should be 
provided at each meter location on the downstream side of the 
regulator. 

3. We also recommend that all buildings be sub-metered to monitor 
gas consumption and get a clear understanding of the total gas 
energy being spent at each of the buildings. This will help the 
campus better manage their energy budget and thus the 
operating costs at the campus. 

 

Table 10-4 below provides connected load demands of the existing, 
future facilities and facilities that are being demolished. This information 
reveals the following; 

Meter 1: Replace existing meter with a higher capacity meter having a 

max CFH output of no less than 10,000 CFH. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service.  

Meter 2: Replace existing meter with a higher capacity meter having a 

max CFH output of no less than 7,500 CFH. Provide a medium supply 

pressure on the campus side. Southern California Gas Company shall 

provide this service. 

Meter 3: Replace existing meter with a higher capacity meter having a 

max CFH output of no less than 7,500 CFH. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. 

Meter 4: There are no additional loads to this system. The system shall 

remain as is.  

Meter 5: The use of this meter can be discontinued. City owned 

distribution supply line should be capped. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. The meter and associated 

components shall also be removed.  

Meter 6: The use of this meter can be discontinued. City owned 

distribution supply line should be capped. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. The meter and associated 

components shall also be removed.  

Meter 7: The use of this meter can be discontinued. City owned 

distribution supply line should be capped. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. The meter and associated 

components shall also be removed.  

Meter 8: The use of this meter can be discontinued. City owned 

distribution supply line should be capped. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. The meter and associated 

components shall also be removed.  

Meter 9: The use of this meter can be discontinued. City owned 

distribution supply line should be capped. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. The meter and associated 

components shall also be removed.  

Meter 10: The use of this meter can be discontinued. City owned 

distribution supply line should be capped. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. The meter and associated 

components shall also be removed.  

Meter 11: The use of this meter can be discontinued. City owned 

distribution supply line should be capped. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. The meter and associated 

components shall also be removed.  

Meter 12: The use of this meter can be discontinued. City owned 

distribution supply line should be capped. Southern California Gas 

Company shall provide this service. The meter and associated 

components shall also be removed.  

Meter 13: Specifics of this meter are unknown however this meter shall 

have a max CFH output of no less than 5,000 CFH.  

Meter 14: New Service with a max CFH output of no less than 10,000 

CFH.  

Meter 15: New Service with a max CFH output of no less than 13,000 

CFH.  
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RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT – RIVERSIDE CAMPUS

UTILITY PROGRAM 

June 7, 2010

SECTION 1 – SEWER SYSTEM  -Page 7

1

2

3

4

5

6

SUBTOTAL: $407K

SECTION 2 – WATER SYSTEM  - Page 11

1

2

3

4

5

6

SUBTOTAL: $647K

SECTION 3 – IRRIGATION WATER SYSTEM - page 14

1

2

3

4

SUBTOTAL: $839K

SECTION 4 – STORM DRAIN SYSTEM - Page 15

1

2

SUBTOTAL: $3,148K

SECTION 5 – CHILLED WATER SYSTEM - Page 18

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

SUBTOTAL: $2,229K

Relocation of the east-west mainline that leaves Olivewood Avenue and is in conflict with proposed Building P-2.

The ultimate conversion of the existing open topped concrete trapezoidal channel to a closed box culvert will allow the campus increased access opportunities and additional development space. 

Estimated 

Construction 

Cost 

PRIORITIZED LIST AND SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS

  It is recommended that the college continue to further investigate the existing campus wide pipe condition and capacity to provide further recommendations for improvements as the campus expands.   

 Any recommendations should be coordinated with the City of Riverside Water Public Works Department to ensure that they are incorporated into the City Sewer Master plan.

Proposed new irrigation piping shall be purple PVC pipe and maintain minimum horizontal and vertical clearances with adjacent potable water lines.

Upgrade water sensor technology, as needed, during expansion projects to stay up to date on water saving technological advances. 

Replace or repair damaged sewer lines that were identified in the two 400-ft segments, especially in the sloped areas.  Any sewer leaks in these areas could provide potential hillside failures in these graded areas.  

Tree removal or sewer encasement may be required to eliminate future damage from tree roots.

 Add a public sewer mainline relocation into Olivewood Avenue, due to the addition of proposed Building P-5.

 In order to provide a clear site for future development, remove the existing sanitary sewer mains and 4-inch laterals currently serving any existing buildings to be demolished.  Existing systems can be cut and capped at the existing manholes.  

Relocate 12-inch (City of Riverside) main domestic water service loop to avoid proposed Building P-6.

Relocate 30-inch transmission (City of Riverside) main into Olivewood Avenue to avoid the proposed Building P-5.

Remove and/or relocate existing domestic water or fire water pipes that may be in conflict with new building footprints. Mainline water systems can be cut and capped at the proposed project limits.

 Install new fire hydrants as needed within 300 feet of proposed buildings per requirements.

Review the California Building Code requirements for Fire service with the addition of each proposed building, since the requirements are based upon final building type, size, height, and occupancy use. 

Provide individual meters at each building as they are constructed or renovated.

Install and maintain back flow prevention devices as needed to insure water quality safety.

Provide individual irrigation meters for each landscape zone.

The lower campus system could be combined with the upper campus system, but the pipe would have to cross the canal. The cost of the extra piping from the upper campus system would have to be balanced against the cost of another central plant for the lower campus.

The lower campus could be kept independent since the buildings are more spread out compared to the upper campus.

For energy efficiency reasons, water cooled chilled water plants are proposed.  A comparison of full load and part load efficiencies is noted for current state of the art chillers.  
The campus is geographically divided into an upper campus and a lower campus.  It makes sense to divide the central plants in a similar manner.  We have shown the proposed central plant for the upper campus to be incorporated with the proposed parking structure P-8.  

The chillers and pumps would be on the lower floors of the parking structure.  The cooling tower would be on the upper level.

New buildings should be provided with air handlers instead of fan coils to make better use of air side economizers and also greater delta T’s through the chilled water coils.  This is also essential for maximizing the capacity of the Chilled Water Thermal Energy Storage 

Tanks.  

The use of Thermal Energy Storage (TES) tanks is also recommended.  The storage tanks can take advantage of cooler temperatures during off peak hours and possibly favorable electric rates during these hours.  They will reduce the overall capacity of the chillers in the 

plant by taking care of peak loads.

The proposed location of the central plant for the lower campus is shown behind the proposed location for the Maintenance office and Maintenance Shipping (P-4 and P-5) near the current cosmetology building.  Another option would be to locate it down on the flats where 

the re-locatable units now are (Lovekin Complex).

Piping distribution system will need to be installed in roadways or parking areas to allow placement of new buildings without being over the proposed pipe locations.  See the site plan (Figure 9b) for the proposed main pipe routing.

All new buildings that are fed from the central system should have BTU metering capabilities that tie into a central DDC system with strong energy management capabilities. Similarly, existing buildings should be retrofitted with new BTU monitoring capabilities.
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RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT – RIVERSIDE CAMPUS

UTILITY PROGRAM 

June 7, 2010

Estimated 

Construction 

Cost 

PRIORITIZED LIST AND SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS

SECTION 6 – HEATING WATER SYSTEM - Page 20

1

2

3

4

5

SUBTOTAL: $100K

SECTION 7 – ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - Page 21

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

SITE LIGHTING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

SUBTOTAL: $4,249K

SECTION 8 – TELECOMMUNICATIONS - Page 39

1

2

3

4

5

SUBTOTAL: $4,025K

Check, tighten and torque all conductor connections.
One switchboard has three separate keys; one for each compartment.  It is highly recommended that all the electrical equipment padlocks be changed to single key. There are approximately 60 different keys. It took a half an hour and three trips to the shop to open one 

lock.

Provide new fiber optic cables from the new (MDF/NOC) to each  building on campus. Recommend minimum fiber optic cables to be 24 strands single mode

Provide a lighting control panel and photocells to control all light fixtures at the same time.  If a control panel is not a viable solution then replace the existing time clocks with astronomical time clocks.

  For those smaller buildings that have electric heat, we would recommend changing out strip heat to heat pumps.  Heat pumps are three to four times more efficient than straight electric heat.
It is more economical to heat smaller buildings with packaged gas furnaces than to provide a boiler system. This will need to be studied on a case by case basis. It is probably not economical to change existing buildings from gas heat to hot water, unless it is a larger

building.  Again, this would need to e evaluated by building.

It is recommended to localize the generation of heating hot water rather than having all heat generation in one location.  There is no improvement in overall system efficiency by a centralized heating water system.  Current SCAQMD regulations limit economical boiler 

sizing to less than 2.0 million BTU per boiler. 

For heating water systems, pumping and piping systems should take advantage of higher temperature difference coils to allow for lower flows.  This provides more efficient pumping systems.

Provide for new copper cable for all buildings on the campus.  Copper cable to be sized .5 pair for each voice outlet. 

For the Sports Complex and other buildings that are away from the main campus, provide for a de-centralized network for the voice and data networks. This would require space that meets the EIA/TIA telecommunications design standards.

 Heating water pumps should have VFD’s and all control valves should be two way so that reduced flow at part load conditions can further save pumping energy.  However, VFD’s below 3 hp are not as economically beneficial and therefore are not recommended.

To avoid the single point of service and to combine RPU electric meters to obtain a lower utility rate, it is recommended that a new campus owned primary 15kV metering section and switchgear be installed.  We recommend a new 12 KV loop system be installed with (2) 

loops to serve each building on the campus. 

Existing fuse size and type shall be determined. Based upon this information, a fused coordination study shall be done and a fuse replacement program be implemented.

Testing of the existing 50-year old grounding system should be conducted and a Short Circuit/Arc Flash study be conducted to coordinate the existing system.  

We recommend the use of aluminum cables rather than copper cables.  Aluminum cables shall be used for all medium voltage cables and low voltage cables larger than 4/0 in an effort to save money.

We recommend the use of a wireless multi-metering system.  The system should have an energy software package for energy analysis, 3 phase wireless meter transceivers for wireless metering and be capable of metering at 480 volts as well as 208 volts.

That the system shall be regularly maintained with yearly inspection of all OFC and splice boxes.

Trim the trees and obstructions

Adopt Telecommunication Infrastructure Design Standards. The Telecommunication Infrastructure Design Standards document is intended to provide the Architect, Electrical Engineer, HVAC Consultant, Civil Consultant and Telecommunication Consultant with the basic

requirements and standards for network cabling infrastructure in a new or remodeled facility at the City College campus site. Telecommunication Infrastructure Design Standards are designed using standards and materials that will provide the greatest longevity and

function for current and future application areas.  Standardization of components, installation methods and labeling will ensure that all cabling installation projects have a consistent functionality, and operational appearance.  

Provide new conduits systems to include Manhole, Pull Boxes, Hand-holes and building penetrations. This should be included in the first phase of constructions.

All existing post top fixtures, Globe fixtures and other decorative fixtures in the campus are replaced with a common cut off decorative fixture that will provide a visually comfortable environment and aesthetically blend with the architectural buildings in the campus. The cut

off fixtures would also prevent glare. These new fixtures will be spaced to meet the current IES recommended light levels for pathways.

Illumination levels of all roadways and parking lots in the campus are designed to meet the current recommended light levels by IES (an average of at least 0.5fc with a uniformity ratio of 4:1). This would include addition/ deletion of light fixtures (based on foot-candle 

readings) to achieve the IES comfortable environment, but also a safe environment, since people always associate higher or greater luminance with safer surroundings.

The tennis courts north of the Huntley Gym need to be controlled by an astronomical time clock and photocell.

Replace all burned out lamps and ballasts

Metal Halide lamps are used to highlight the architecture of buildings owing to their high color rendering index and high color temperature.

 A single lamp source is selected for illuminating roadways, parking lots, and pathways leading to the campus buildings.Since a high-pressure sodium lamp has a lower color temperature and provides a warm color, we recommend that this lamp be standardized for 

campus exterior lighting.
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RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT – RIVERSIDE CAMPUS

UTILITY PROGRAM 

June 7, 2010

Estimated 

Construction 

Cost 

PRIORITIZED LIST AND SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS

SECTION 9 – CENTRAL PLANT - Page 44

1

2

3

4

5

6

SUBTOTAL: $7,378K

SECTION 10 – NATURAL GAS SYSTEM  - Page 49

1

2

3

SUBTOTAL: $644K

Earthquake valves for emergency gas supply shut-off should be provided at each meter location on the downstream side of the regulator.

We also recommend that all buildings be sub-metered to monitor gas consumption and get a clear understanding of the total gas energy being spent at each of the buildings. This will help the campus better manage their energy budget and thus the operating costs at the 

campus.

 We recommend designing and installing the central plants in preparation for conversion and connection of buildings to a central plant.

 We recommend designing and installing new distribution piping with stub-outs for each building, as shown on the site plan.
It is not recommended to convert buildings to a central heating water plant.  Localized heating is preferred because there is no advantage to having centralized heating water.  Only where buildings are clustered does it make sense to share a central boiler system.  The 

Business Education Building, Music Building and the Performing Arts Building are an example of a cluster of buildings where it would make sense to have a common heating water system.  The Physical Science and Life Science Buildings is another example.

Gas meter system #2 should be upgraded to accommodate the connected loads.

We recommend water cooled chillers compared to air-cooled chillers to improve overall system efficiency.  We recommend combining some of the buildings into common systems where it makes geographical sense.  We have divided the buildings into upper campus 

buildings and lower campus buildings.  
We will also recommend the use of thermal energy storage tanks in order to reduce overall chiller plant capacity and to improve overall plant efficiency.  Thermal storage tanks will discharge during peak cooling periods.  They will re-generate during off-peak hours when 

the ambient air is cooler and cooling loads are less.  There may be some incentives from the utility to use electricity during off- peak hours.

 We recommend converting existing DX buildings to chilled water cooling where practical, and connecting to stub-outs from the main piping runs.  It may be more economical to leave some smaller buildings as they are and not connect them to the central plant and piping 

system.  These decisions will have to be made on a case by case basis after careful review and analysis.
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